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 On 10 August 1628, Swedish warship Vasa sailed out of port on its maiden voyage, and 
in a light gust, quickly sank to the bottom of Stockholm Harbor. For more than three centuries, 
what should have been the pride of the Swedish Navy lay in cold, dark Baltic waters. Throughout 
the years, some salvage efforts were made but it was not until 1961 that Vasa was raised in its 
entirety. With the raising of the hull came the recovery of thousands of associated artifacts, 
including nearly two hundred pieces of treenware. The examination of this treen, or wooden 
tableware, presents a unique opportunity to further understand seventeenth-century maritime 
culture, both in Sweden and in the larger context of Northern Europe.  
 The “Swedish Sailor’s Table” sets the stage for this research with a brief overview of the 
state of affairs in seventeenth-century Sweden, followed by an examination of the techniques 
used in recording the 174 different artifacts in the collection. A detailed description and 
accounting of each of the seven artifact types is presented and serves as the backdrop for 
examination and analysis of wooden craft technology and maritime foodways in the seventeenth 
century.  
  Construction methods, quantities, and marking types and frequency demonstrate that 
some of the artifacts were likely individually made and owned, and others were likely produced 
on a semi- or proto-industrial scale, and even possibly state owned and issued.  A study of the 
find context of the tableware supports these ideas, and also presents evidence of communal 
eating practices.  
  Vasa’s treenware represents one of the most significant archaeological collections from 
the seventeenth century. The “Swedish Sailor’s Table” examination of this unique collection 
brings life to not only the floating community, but to the artifacts themselves.  
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 
 As a sudden, catastrophic event, a shipwreck is a distinct moment captured in time. This 
moment, along with the formation processes that inevitably shape the site, offers a multifaceted 
picture of contemporary culture, and thus a unique opportunity for archaeologists. In the 
beginning of Sweden’s stormakstid, or  “Age of Greatness” (Lockhart 2004: 2), the sinking of 
the royal warship Vasa created just such an opportunity. On 10 August 1628, Vasa sailed out of 
port on its maiden voyage, and in a light gust, with thousands of spectators looking on, quickly 
sank to the bottom of Stockholm Harbor (F. Hocker 2006: 36). For more than three centuries, 
what should have been the pride of the Swedish Navy lay in cold, dark Baltic waters. Some 
salvage efforts were made but it was not until 1961 that Vasa was finally raised (Franzén 1961: 
18). With the raising of the hull came the recovery of thousands of associated artifacts. Included 
in the excavated artifacts were hundreds of examples of treenware, or wooden tableware. From 
the collection it is clear that, although the sailors aboard Vasa did not actually have time to eat a 
meal on that fateful first cruise, they were indeed equipped to do so.  
 There are 174 artifacts in Vasa’s wooden tableware collection (Figure 1.1). They represent 
seven artifact groups made through three manufacturing techniques: carving, turning, and 
coopering. The examination of these artifacts presents an opportunity to advance scholarship in 
seventeenth-century foodways and wooden craft technology, and to further understand the 






 Each artifact recovered from the wreckage of Vasa holds clues to a larger story. Vasa’s 
treenware, with the breadth of its utilitarian and symbolic character, is certainly no different. 
Each spoon, dish, bowl, and tankard is ripe for examination and analysis. The scholarship 
contained here aims to define not only one shipwreck’s contribution to treenware studies, but to 
reveal the cultural implications in such innocuous wooden forms. The research undertaken 
through the study of Vasa’s spoons, bowls, dishes, and tankards will provide insight into life in 
the floating community and hopefully become a useful and instructive reference tool for 
seventeenth-century treenware and foodways, and shipwreck archaeology as a whole.  
 As historical archaeologist James Deetz says in Invitation to Archaeology, “it is the 
archaeologist’s task to discover how cultural behavior is shown in its products (1967: 7).” With 
this directive in mind, this study applied three levels of analysis in examining Vasa’s treenware: 
FIGURE 1.1. Three artifacts from Vasa’s wooden tableware collection. There are 174 in 
total, including turned and staved containers, bowls, plates, and spoons (Photo by author). 
first, to describe and catalog the physical attributes; second, to analyze their meaning in an 
immediate context, the ship itself; and third, to understand the collection in a more universal 
framework, that of seventeenth-century maritime culture in Northern Europe.    
Previous Research 
 In comparison to tableware made from other materials, treenware is decidedly missing 
from historical scholarship. In his treatise on historical woodenware, Edward H. Pinto (1949: v) 
states that there is a “lack of any comprehensive books on treen.” Although Pinto’s judgment is 
over sixty years old now, the reality today is that historical treen resources are still deficient and 
certainly not as available as studies of tableware made of other materials, such as pewter, silver, 
and earthenware. In some physical environments, wood is not as present in the archaeological 
record due to the more rapid deterioration of organic material, and wood is often recycled or 
burned, but the dearth remains.  
 But while the historical resources are less than those for tableware made from other 
materials, a handful are field standards and were consulted throughout this research. In addition 
to Edward H. Pinto’s work referenced above, these include Owen Evan-Thomas’ classic 
Domestic Utensils of Wood (1973), and available much more recently, Robin Wood’s The 
Wooden Bowl (2005).  
 The field of archaeology suffers from a similar lack of wooden artifact scholarship. Of the 
125 articles published as of 1990 in Historical Archaeology, less than 4% relate to wooden 
material (Miller et al 2000: 4). Yet, traditional bowl turner Robin Wood (2005) has done seminal 
work with a thorough study of the treenware excavated from the English warship Mary Rose and 
the Parks Canada team published an excellent analysis of the wooden tableware found at the Red 
Bay site in St. John’s Bay. Both of these sources were referenced throughout this research and 
and archaeological research, specifically developed recording methods, and scientific testing that 
this research was able to produce a thoughtful product. The care with which each and every 
artifact was recorded, in addition to the studio photographs taken of each artifact, will hopefully 
ensure that solid, worthwhile data on Vasa’s treenware is available for future researchers.  
 
• Who used the artifacts? How were the artifacts used? In other words, were 
the artifacts communal or individual properties and what does that reveal 
about foodways, both in Sweden and in a maritime context? 
 These research questions allow analyses to concentrate on the design and 
construction of each artifact, and the correlative cultural significance. They also point to such 
anthropological debates as communal versus individual dining, maritime foodways, and the 
cultural representation of each artifact. In comparing Vasa’s treenware to other treenware 
collections (Chapter 5), both maritime and terrestrial, another group of research questions can be 
asked:  
• Is there a difference in maritime and terrestrial treenware? 
• Are there defining characteristics in the treenware from individual shipwrecks? 
• Do the economics of outfitting vessels at sea dictate differences in any aspect of 
the artifact collection? (i.e. individually or state supplied)  
• Are there differences in find locations from shipwreck to shipwreck? 
 
Historical Background 
Sweden and the Baltic in the Seventeenth Century 
  The seventeenth century was an intense time for the people of Sweden. From 1563 to 
1721, the nation was either at war or preparing for war (Lockhart 2004: 2). In just the two 
decades before Vasa sank, Sweden waged war and signed peace treaties with most of its 
neighbors, acquired an effective and popular leader, captured foreign cities, and restructured the 
established government into one of the first modern, bureaucratic states (Figure 1.2) (Parker 
1997: xx–xxxi; Lockhart 2004: xv-xvi). In just two years after the sinking, Sweden removed all 
doubt of a newly gained influential status and thrust itself on the international scene with an 
invasion of the Habsburg Republic and consequential entrance into the Thirty Years’ War. With 
increasing copper production and exports (Cipolla 1965: 24), Sweden was also securing an 
integral role in northern European economics. A kingdom that left the Middle Ages as “sparsely 
populated and economically unsophisticated,” was fast becoming a key participant in the 
dynamic European political and economic scene of the seventeenth century (Glete 2002: 174).  
                	  
                    FIGURE 1.2. Swedish Empire in Early Modern Europe (1560–1815). 
  
  Changing external affairs were reflected within Sweden as well. Power and economic 
strength gained through wartime victories and increased exports led to the beginnings of a 
growing noble and mercantile class. Educational systems improved and Swedish culture evolved 
as the once-backwater Baltic country became part of a European consciousness (Lockhart 2004: 
82–86). Despite enforcing pervasive taxation and conscription, Gustav II Adolf (1611–1632) was 
a popular ruler and rallied the country’s disparate parties together to become, if only for a time, 
one of the most powerful forces in Europe. Citizens, including peasants, often worked together 
with central authorities to gather resources to continue the almost perpetual state of war.  Gustav 
Adolf was not only integral in fostering Sweden’s Age of Greatness but, according to Fred 
Hocker (2006: 37), was also a “central figure in the story of Vasa.” Gustav Adolf ordered its 
building and when Vasa set out for its short sail, Sweden was well on its way to a peak of power, 
and hence in the midst of the expensive process of building up a formidable navy. With its grand 
design and tragic demise, the royal warship Vasa became an ironic, yet compelling, symbol of 
Sweden’s Great Power Age.  
Treenware - From Commonplace to Connoisseur  
  The history of wooden tableware is somewhat more difficult to specifically delineate. It is 
interesting to note that the origin and nature of such everyday utensils is, at first glance, 
nebulous. By definition, treenware at its most primitive goes as far back in time as humans have 
been fashioning wood for domestic use. Using fabricated tools, such as treenware, to facilitate 
food intake likely stems from imitating similar objects in nature. For example, the spoon 
probably developed from cupped hands and eventually animal horns or antlers, empty nut shells, 
and abandoned marine animal shells. In regards to the spoon as an object, adding a handle to the 
natural shape of a cupped hand or a shell seems like the logical next step in the form’s 
development (Jackson 1890:107; Wiman 1936:152), in order carry food to the mouth without 
touching the food and also to distance the user from potentially hot substances. Spoons made of 
wood can naturally integrate a handle and interestingly, the word “spoon” comes from the 
Anglo-Saxon “spon,” or a splinter or wood chip (Petroski 1993: 15). Interestingly, the word for 
wood chip in Swedish is span. In their simplicity, bowls and plates can be expected to be of 
similar conception, whereas staved tankards are structurally more complex.    
 According to treenware connoisseur Edward H. Pinto, wooden tankards were common 
household items by A.D. 960, but circular plates were not introduced until the sixteenth century. 
In Egypt, spoons were regularly used ca. 4,000 B.C., yet evidence of spoons all but disappears 
throughout the Middle Ages (Pinto 1949: 12, 7, 36). Due to its relative ease of construction and 
availability of material, treenware was almost ubiquitous up until about four hundred years ago. 
Beginning in the seventeenth century, treen involved in foodways began to be replaced by 
pewter, copper and earthenware (Pinto 1949: 2). As domestic objects made from other materials 
became more available, treenware became less common, especially in wealthier households. As 
a more recent treen expert succinctly points out, “social and economic factors would determine 
the continued use of ‘everyday’ treen” (Levi 1998: 13). Vasa, and its treenware, lands right in the 
middle of this pivotal time period in tableware history. 
  The development of this tableware must necessarily coincide with the development and 
existence of the tools required to make it. Vasa’s tableware represents three types of wood 
working technologies: carving, turning, and coopering. A number of tools are required for each 
method. At their most basic levels carving requires knives and turning requires what is said to be 
the oldest machine tool, the lathe (Derry 1960: 346). The lathe likely dates to about 1500 BC and 
was brought into wider use by the Greeks (Derry 1960: 90). “Woodworking as understood today 
was practiced from the time when copper tools were introduced into Egypt, about 4,000 years 
BC. The standards reached by the Egyptians were not equaled by Europeans until the 
Renaissance.” (Derry 1960: 82) 
  Today, wooden tableware has gone from an everyday useful item to a treasured 





Chapter 2 – Methodology 
 The analysis of Vasa’s treenware incorporates both historical and archaeological research, 
each accompanied by carefully planned methodologies. With the idea in mind that the use of 
tableware is nearly ubiquitous, diverse primary and secondary sources were consulted, in 
addition to a thorough and detailed examination of each artifact. Two types of scientific tests 
(one based on chemical analysis, the other on x-ray) were also performed on a small, carefully 




 In comparison to tableware made from other materials, there is a notable shortage of 
historical scholarship on treenware. This challenge was met by exploiting a wide variety of 
written works, both primary and secondary. To examine and survey other treenware collections, 
research design dictated the use of the following types of sources: shipwreck artifact catalogues, 
archaeological reports, collectors’ guides, and auction catalogs.  
  Very few archaeological reports on shipwreck sites compare to the extensive coverage of 
the treenware from the Mary Rose (Gardiner and Allen 2005) and Red Bay (Gusset 2007) sites. 
Other sites either had no treen artifacts found, or listed one or two representative examples. 
Collectors guides (Amme 2002, Evan-Thomas 1973, Forty 1979, Gould 1962, Pinto 1949, 1969, 
Toller 1975) and auction catalogs proved useful in providing images of treenware, guidelines on 
examining the actual artifact, and accepted nomenclature of artifact parts, such as the handle, 
neck, and bowl of a spoon, or the foot, wall, and rim of a bowl.  
 Instruction manuals (Langsner 2009, Raffan 1985, 2008, Sundqvist 1990, Underhill 1983) 
and tool encyclopedias (Blackburn 1992, Wyatt 1936) aided in understanding traditional wood 
working processes. These sources were rather prolific and after weeding thorough literally 
dozens of similar texts, the author gleaned much information about the process of actually 
creating each object. This information was incorporated into this report in both the analysis of 
the physical structure of each artifact and the discussion of the manufacturing process. 
 Cultural foodways (both of Sweden and shipboard) were analyzed through historical 
cookbooks (Larsson Haglund 2000), life-on-board accounts, and historical artwork. While it is 
easy to assume that the seventeenth-century Swedish sailor used spoons and bowls like we do 
today, these sources suggested some differences. 
 In addition to general Swedish and maritime history texts, secondary sources included 
material culture studies (Glassie 1999, Hicks and Beaudry 2006, Levi 1998, Woodward 2007), 
previous research on treenware (Gardiner and Allen 2005, Gusset 2007, Morris 2000. Wood 
2002, 2005), and artifact studies and analyses regarding tableware of different materials (Kidd 
1972). As historical archaeologist Ivor Noël Hume, points out, “the evolution of the [silver] 
spoon is readily traceable through dated silver examples” (Hume 1972: 180). Comparison to 
such an evolution suggested a similar, but not nearly as clear and reliable, pattern.  
 
Archaeological Research 
 The central goal of this project was to analyze and understand the artifacts in Vasa’s 
treenware collection; first, in the context of the ship, then Sweden and Northern Europe in the 
seventeenth century, and finally in the field of maritime archaeology as a whole. Each detail 
recorded (conversion, decoration, coating, dimensions, etc.) yielded many clues about the culture 
and people of seventeenth-century Sweden. For example, the size of the handle may be 
indicative of whether a sailor or a cook used a particular spoon, or the marks left by the lathe can 
suggest the woodworker’s method and design. Because these details can yield so much 
information, it was important to undertake the recording systematically, consistently, and 
thoroughly. In order to undertake this sizable task, first a preliminary assessment was made, then 
a systematic organization of the artifacts was established, and finally each artifact was recorded 
in detail.   
 Rather than begin recording immediately, it was imperative to conduct an introductory 
evaluation of the collection. Vasa’s treenware assemblage includes spoons, ladles, bowls, dishes, 
tankards, and jars.  The artifacts are housed in different areas in the museum’s artifact magazine, 
which holds more than 40,000 other artifacts in one large hall, three rooms, and hundreds of 
shelves. The search for the artifacts began with a list compiled from the museum’s digital 
database, MarketStore. Most of the artifacts were matched to an entry in MarketStore, but there 
were some challenges. Some artifacts had no identifying and corresponding number in the 
database, and some artifacts listed in the database could not be physically located. One helpful 
method was to consult the original find ledgers and excavation photos. These two resources were 
utilized throughout the research process, particularly to confirm find location details.  
 It was also necessary to examine other artifact assemblages within the magazine that had 
similar morphology and could possibly be labeled incorrectly, due to their similar forms. For 
example, some plates are very similar to bucket bottoms and tankard bottoms (Figure 2.1). 
Searches through piles of miscellaneous artifacts also unearthed tankard spouts, tankard lids, and 
possible bowl fragments. Increasing familiarity with the collection aided in identifying these 
mysterious fragments that were not so obvious to the untrained eye.    
 
 	  
FIGURE 2.1. Vasa plate (left) and Vasa tankard bottom (right). Upon initial examination the two artifacts appear 
quite similar. (Photos by author). 
 
  Once the preliminary assessment was completed, a systematic organization of the artifacts 
was undertaken. The limited workspace in the artifact magazine of the Vasa Museum made 
efficient organization vital to the project. Artifacts were categorized according to what they were 
thought to be at the time. However, the classification of some artifacts did change as research 
continued and familiarity grew. For instance, after discussing the nomenclature of bowls and 
plates with native Swedish speakers and analyzing all the bowls and plates, including the 
fragments, it made more sense to narrow the definition of a plate and broaden the definition of a 
bowl. In today’s usage, bowls can include serving dishes or platters. The result of reconsidering 
the categorization and definition was that some fragments that were previously designated as 
plate fragments, now came under the bowl fragment category.  
 The next step was the actual recording. Each artifact group was recorded as a whole, 
starting with the most simple in structure (i.e., plates) and moving forward in structural 
complexity (i.e., tankards). As each artifact was recorded, the data was entered on a specially-
designed recording form. Photographs were also taken of each artifact, in addition to measured 
sketches and scale drawings. The purpose-designed forms were based on existing Vasa Museum 
recording sheets, edited to include features particular to the treenware, and tracking details 
(Figure 2.2). Each feature included on the form was carefully considered, both for its necessity 
and the potential for use by future researchers.  
 
Find location and related finds 
 It was important to understand the physical context of each artifact. MarketStore, find 
ledgers, site plans, and even visits to the ship were used to gather this information and 
conceptualize the find scenario for each piece (Figure 2.3). Often, treenware was found within or 
near other treen. In one instance, seven spoons were found inside one tankard. This find context 
suggests much about use and ownership of both the spoons and the tankard. Find location was 
also an important clue to understanding site formation and preservation status of the treenware. 
An illustrative example of this is found in comparing the spoons tested by Vasa Museum 
Conservator Emma Hocker (Appendix A).  
	  FIGURE 2.2. Recording form with explanations of recording methods (Author and Vasa Museum). 
	  FIGURE 2.3. Find situation in compartment H1 in the hold. Note the find location of wooden plate 17104 and a 
possible tankard handle (handtag). (Courtesy of the Vasa Museum, Stockholm).	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Wood type, conversion, and grain  
 Awareness of the actual material used in construction was important in understanding a 
number of features about the artifacts. Recording this information provides a peek inside the 
mind of the woodworker and a better appreciation, not only in the choices behind selecting 
different types of wood, but also of how the wood was harvested, or converted, from the tree. 
According to woodworkers today, some woods are better for turning elaborate vessels like 
Vasa’s turned bottles, and others are better for carving small spoons. Although no scientific 
wood testing was done the author was able to make educated guesses as to wood type where 
possible. 
                         	  
FIGURE 2.4. Illustration demonstrating two predominant methods of converting wood from a tree. (Courtesy of 
http://dtzone.com/resmat/w_intro_conversion.htm). 
 Visualizing how the artifacts were initially cut from the tree provided an avenue through 
which to study the process of creating the artifacts. As wood expert Herbert L. Edlin (1973: 12) 
states, “In their natural round shape logs have only a limited range of uses, and it is therefore 
necessary to work their timber into other forms by various processes of conversion” (Figure 2.4). 
This deeper understanding of the artifacts also helped in analyzing and documenting how the 
artifacts have fared over four centuries. For example, many of the fine-grained spoons were 
“ridgy,” signifying that their grain had collapsed due to water evaporation. As wood dries out, 
radially converted wood simply gets narrower, whereas tangentially converted warps as it 
shrinks away from the pith, or center of the tree. Noting grain was just one more helpful 
descriptor that assisted in understanding the structure of each artifact.  
 
Markings, toolmarks, decorations, and coatings 
 At first examination, the artifacts were quite simple, but upon closer inspection finer, 
surface details became evident. These details were divided into four different categories and 
noted on the forms where present. Markings, or bomärker in Swedish, are markings intentionally 
made on the artifact, typically a configuration of symbols and letters. All markings were 
recorded as measured sketches. Tool marks were most often found as lathe marks on the turned 
bowls and plates, and knife marks on the carved spoons and on the spouts and handles of the 
tankards and canteens. Decorations include such features as artistic designs inscribed inside the 
bowls of the spoons or carved on the spoon handles, and finally, coatings are defined as any 
paint, oil, or varnish present (Figure 2.5). 
 
	  FIGURE 2.5. Vasa treenware artifacts with various superficial features: a) decoration, b) coating, c) marking, d) 
tool marks. (Photos by author). 
Conservation 
 For over fifty years, Vasa has stood as an archetype in the field of maritime archaeology 
for conservators and archaeologists. Various types of conservation treatments have been 
conducted on thousands of artifacts, including the treenware. In addition, various chemical and 
natural elements, such as salt and sulphur, have had their effect on the artifacts, manifesting in 
physical evidence. These were noted on the form, differentiating for future research and 
reference characteristics that were a result of conservation rather than strictly archaeological in 
nature (Figure 2.6).   
	  
FIGURE 2.6. Two Vasa plates with heavy residue of polyethylene glycol from conservation treatment (23893), and 




Comparative Studies  
 To supplement the archaeological recording of Vasa’s treen, the author visited other 
wooden tableware collections in Sweden and the United States. Both the Kalmar Läns Museum 
and the Nordiska Museet provided illuminating insights. The finds from the Swedish warship 
Kronan (1676) are housed at the Kalmar Läns Museum, in Kalmar, Sweden. Field excavations 
still continue annually, and the author’s visit to the collection in November of 2010 afforded a 
unique opportunity to compare Vasa spoons to Kronan spoons excavated just months before. The 
Kronan treenware collection also includes plates, bowls, and tankards. A more thorough 
comparison to Kronan treenware is given in Chapter 5 (Figure 2.7).   
	  
FIGURE 2.7. Wooden tableware excavated from the site of the Swedish warship Kronan (1676). (Photos by 
author). 
  
 Stockholm’s Nordiska Museet focuses on post-medieval Swedish cultural artifacts and history, 
and has on display a collection of tableware artifacts through the centuries. This chronological 
exhibit proved to be useful in understanding morphological changes in Swedish treenware 
(Figures 2.12, 2.13).   
 To witness actual construction of the tankards, one of the more complex treenware 
artifacts, the author spent three days with the coopers of Colonial Williamsburg in Virginia. 
There, Master Cooper Ramona Vogel demonstrated the traditional method of manufacture. This 
is most likely a very similar method used by the woodworkers who made Vasa’s tankards, and 
was most helpful in understanding not only the different components of the tankards, but the 
tools and construction techniques as well (Figure 2.8).  
	  
FIGURE 2.8. Master Cooper Ramona Vogel fashions a tankard stave with a drawknife in Colonial Williamsburg, 
Virginia. (Photo by author). 
 
 
Recording Methods  
 The manageable size of the individual treenware artifacts dictated the use of fairly simple 
recording tools. Rulers were used to measure general dimensions, and a small caliper was used to 
determine thickness. A radial gauge was used to estimate the diameter of those bowl and plate 
fragments that had enough material intact to do so. Measurements were taken in the metric 
system, to the nearest millimeter. All decorative details such as mouldings and ridges, and 
functional details such as saucers and feet (bases) on each artifact were noted. Tool marks were 
also recorded, as well as wear marks.  
 
Plate (Disk) 
 Recording began with the most structurally simple artifacts in the collection. The author 
began by gathering all of the plates together and separating them into groups according to basic 
morphological differences, such as flat versus concave. For each plate, diameter and thickness at 




 The intact bowls were recorded in the same manner as the plates, with an additional depth 
measurement. Artifacts that were determined to be bowl fragments were measured individually, 
with basic dimensions and thickness (Figure 2.10). For both plates and bowls, any projections of 
measurements for fragments were based on comparison to other similar styles and, where 
possible, use of the radial gauge.  
 
	  FIGURE 2.9. Although a simple artifact, a number of measurements were required to record plates thoroughly. 
(Photos by author). 
 
	  
FIGURE 2.10. Different Vasa bowls displaying how and where measurements were taken. (Photos by author). 
 
 In order to attempt to piece together any fragmented bowls that may have been classified as 
separate artifacts, the author engaged in an exercise to discern if any of the fragments could be 
pieced together by geographical proximity. This exercise was in vain, and the minimum number 
of individual bowls remains at 40.   
 
Spoon (Sked) and Ladle (Slev) 
 As with the plates, the first step taken was to separate the spoons into groups according to 
style. For complete spoons and ladles, basic overall measurements were taken and recorded 
including bowl length, width, height, depth, and thickness, and handle length and width (Figure 
2.11). The cross-sections of spoon handles were also included as a measured sketch. The author 
developed a number of recording conventions, such as that the height of the spoon bowl was 
always taken as the spoon naturally rests. This did not apply to spoon fragments. Spoon 
fragments were also recorded in detail, and any projections of measurements were based on 
comparison to similar styles.  
	  FIGURE 2.11. Recording the spoons involved taking a number of measurements. (Photos by author). 
Tankard (Stånka) 
 Recording began with the complete and intact tankards, and then proceeded to each 
fragment. Volume was calculated from the measurements of the intact tankards (Figure 2.12).   
  The tankards relatively intricate structure dictated that many detailed measurements were 
taken. These included widths of the peg holes for the hinging lids, widths of each stave at two 
points, handle thickness, and diameters of the intact tankards at a minimum of three points. 
Artistic details such as beveling at handle tops and lids was also noted.  
 With these characteristics, and their component, somewhat interchangeable parts, the 
tankards proved to be the most complex to record. In an attempt to understand the group as a 
whole, and possibly piece together whole tankards from the dozens of fragments, the author 
utilized as much table space as possible in the museum’s artifact magazine to display every intact 
tankard, tankard part, and tankard fragment all at once. This aided in attempts to piece together 
disparate fragments that originally may have belonged with other fragmented finds. This method 
was also useful in comparing and noting different style trends and construction techniques.  
            	  
FIGURE 2.12. Recording form for tankard 17300 demonstrating the detail with which each artifact was recorded. 
Volume was calculated for intact tankards with the formula for volume of a truncated cone [V = 1/3πh (R2 + r2 + 
Rr)]. (Author, Vasa Museum). 
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
FIGURE 2.13. Actual recording form for turned bottle 08059 demonstrating the detail with which each artifact was 
recorded. Volume was calculated for the intact turned bottles with the formula for volume of a cylinder [V = πr2h]. 
(Author, Vasa Museum). 
           	  
FIGURE 2.14. Actual recording form for staved canteen 04232 demonstrating the detail with which each artifact 
was recorded. (Author, Vasa Museum). 
 
Turned Bottle and Staved Canteen (Flaska) 
 Although there was a much smaller number of bottle and canteen parts and pieces to 
contend with, the author deployed the same technique as with the tankards, and laid each artifact 
and fragment out in order to attempt to piece fragments together, like a puzzle. As is often the 
case, pieces of the same artifact were given different artifact numbers. For example, turned bottle 
08059 only fit lid 01353. Not only did this make matching the pieces easier, it also brought light 
to the skill that went into the construction. As with the tankards, measurements were taken that 
allowed calculation of volume for each of the intact jars and canteens (Figures 2.13, 2.14).  
 
Photography and Drawing  
 Once every treenware artifact was diligently recorded, each artifact was photographed from 
four sides, and particulars such as markings, tool marks, style variations, and many others were 
photographed in close detail. Due to the high occurrence of various types of coatings on the 
spoons, they were subjected to microscopic photography. A number of artifacts were also 
“digitally inked,” a process that, using Adobe Photoshop™ produces a useful visual rendering, if 
not a true orthographic projection (Figures 4.26, 4.51) (Gandulla 2010). Measured sketches were 
also done for nearly every artifact, along with a handful of scaled drawings.  
 
Scientific Testing  
 Two types of scientific tests were performed on a small, carefully selected group of 
artifacts. These tests, although not giving any conclusive results, did suggest some additional 
hypotheses about artifact usage and the site formation process.  
 
Potassium Ferrocyanide Spot Testing  
 A number of the spoons showed evidence of a potentially pigmented surface layer (Figure 
2.15) (E. Hocker 2010). Vasa Museum Conservator Emma Hocker performed potassium 
ferrocyanide spot testing analysis on ten of these spoons (for the full report, see Appendix A). 
The test utilized a minute sample of the pigment remains to check for the presence of iron based 
on the principle that iron ions will dissolve in hydrochloric acid and react with potassium 
ferrocyanide to form ferric ferrocyanide, which has a bright blue color (Figure 2.16) (E. Hocker 
2010: 2). For further discussion of the results, see Chapter 4.  
	  
FIGURE 2.15. Vasa spoons magnified to show remnants of what appears to be pigment. Spoon 12863 (left) is 
magnified 10x, and spoon 13862 (right) is magnified 20x). (Photos by author). 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
FIGURE 2.16. Two of the ten spoons tested with potassium ferrocyanide for a presence of iron. (Photo by E. 
Hocker). 
 
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 
 At the recommendation of East Carolina University’s Conservator, Susanne Grieve, the 
residue on one of the bowls (12863) was subjected to another type of test, Fourier Transform 
Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR). This test, administered by Dr. Anthony Kennedy of East Carolina 
University’s Department of Chemistry, passes infrared light through the sample and produces a 
spectrum for interpretation (Susanne Grieve 2011, pers. comm.). In this case, FTIR was used in 
an attempt to determine the chemical components of bowl 12863’s residue. Although the results 
were not definitive, the material from the bowl exhibited the same spectral features as a fatty 
acid (Anthony Kennedy 2011, pers. comm.). 
 
Conclusion  
 The methodology deployed for the examination of Vasa’s treenware, while seemingly 
simple, developed and evolved as the author became more familiar with the diverse collection, 
and the work environment. Overall, it was through the application of an assortment of historical 
and archaeological research, specifically developed recording methods, and scientific testing that 
this research was able to produce a thoughtful product. The care with which each and every 
artifact was recorded, in addition to the studio photographs taken of each artifact, will hopefully 
ensure that solid, worthwhile data on Vasa’s treenware is available for future researchers.  
 
Chapter 3 – The Artifacts  
 For each group of wooden tableware included in this chapter the following particulars are 
described: number of artifacts, description of form and dimensions, probable wood type, method 
of construction, conservation treatments where known, and artifact distribution (Figures 3.83–
3.86); as well as any superficial characteristics such as maker’s or owner’s marks, coatings, 
decorations, tool marks, and wear marks (Table 3.1). 
  
Vasa’s Wooden Tableware – At a Glance 






Plate turned 13 17 5 47 
Bowl turned 4 40 3 13 
Spoon carved 27 83 12 16 
Ladle carved 2 7 2 14 
Tankard carved 7 18 3 66 
Bottle turned 5 6 1 16 
Canteen carved 2 3 1 100 
Note: The M.N.I. (Minimum Number of Individual artifacts) is based on the actual number of artifacts that the 
author examined. M.N.I. does not include “missing” or “removed” artifacts.  
TABLE 3.1. Vasa’s Wooden Tableware - At a Glance. (Author). 
 
 Where possible, typologies have been established by the author and are outlined in detail. 
Each section includes a variety of images to illustrate specific details. Deeper analytical 
discussions will be in Chapter 4.  
Plates (Disk) 
 Vasa’s wooden plates were turned on a lathe. There are seventeen plates in 5 distinct types 
in the collection. The variations include moulding along the rim, shallow indentations, and a 
saucer-like concave feature. They have similar wood characteristics, and are all likely made from 
beech. Their average diameter is 200 mm and average height 11.5 mm. For the purpose of this 
research, a plate is defined as a small, flat, wooden disc with little or no height and a diameter 
less than 250 millimeters.  
Plate Types 
 The seventeen plates found on Vasa fall into 5 different types (Table 3.2). The variations 
include both decorative and functional features. All of the plates appear to made from beech, but 
without scientific testing it is difficult to confirm wood type due to both the effects of 
conservation treatments and degradation. The first type, Type A, consists of just two plates, 
artifact numbers 03919 and 08560. These two plates are circular, flat, and with a distinct, 
astragal moulding along the rim (Figure 3.1). 
 
Vasa Plate Typology 








Plates in Type Frequency 
of Markings 
A 188-210 mm 199 mm 8.5 mm astragal moulding 
along rim 
03919, 08560 3 total 
B 196-204 mm 200 mm 5.0 mm shallow, wide 
bowl 
09299, B155 1 total 
C -- 204 mm 6.0 mm small, convex 
base 
11442 0 total 
D 188-210 mm 202 mm 9.0 mm thin groove close 






E 185-208 mm 198 mm 13.7 mm thin groove 












FIGURE 3.1. Type A plate (03919) with astragal moulding. (Photo by author). 
 
FIGURE 3.2. Groove around edge of plate. (Photo by author). 
  
 
 Both Type A plates have cut marks, indicating some usage, and 08560 appears to have 
been broken in two pieces and repaired. No tool marks are obviously discernible, but there is a 
faint groove around the rim, possibly a decoration similar to those on plates made from other 
materials such as pewter or silver (Figure 3.2). 
 The maximum diameter of Type A Vasa plates is 210 mm, and the maximum height is 9 
mm. Markings are a one hundred percent occurrence with Type A plates, with 08560 having two 
(Figure 3.3). The second marking on 08560, not pictured in Figure 3.3, is a faint “H,” 
approximately 17 mm in length. As with nearly all the plates, it is almost impossible to discern if 
there was coating due to the residue and effects of various conservation techniques (Emma 
Hocker, pers. comm. 2010). Both Type A plates were found loose on the upper gun deck, but on 
different sides of the vessel and more than fifteen beams apart (03919 at beam 15, 08560 at beam 
0-2).  
  
FIGURE 3.3. Markings on two Type A plates. (Photos by author). 
  
	  
FIGURE 3.4. Type B plate, with distinctive wide, raised rim. (Photo by author). 
  
 Type B is also represented by just two plates. 09299 and B155. Neither plate is complete, 
but both do have a flat base with a wide, slightly raised rim (Figure 3.4). Type B plates are the 
thinnest of the plate collection at an average of 5 mm (compared to an average of 11 mm for the 
other 15 plates where this measurement can be taken). Plate 09299 has a projected diameter of 
204 mm and is 6 mm thick. Plate B155 has a projected diameter of 196 mm and is 4 mm thick. 
There is only one marking between the two plates, a faint “N” on plate B155. Due to heavy 
treatment of polyethylene glycol (PEG) on plate B155 and the small remnant left of plate 09299, 
it is difficult to discern any knife cut marks. Plate 09299 was found loose on the starboard side of 
the upper gun deck, near beams 9-10. Plate B155 lost its original find tag in conservation, and so 
was given a new number. 
 	  
FIGURE 3.5. Type C plate, with distinctive saucer feature. (Photo by author). 
 
  
 There is only one plate in the Type C group, 11442. This circular, flat plate is distinguished 
from the other styles by a small, convex base and a very wide, slightly raised rim and thickened 
edge (Figure 3.5). One edge is slightly chipped, and there are no cut marks visible. A groove is 
evident around the outside edge, but there are no markings evident. Plate 11442 was found loose 
on the lower gundeck, starboard side, at deck beam two (very near the bow).  
 	  




 There are a total of six plates in the Type D group. This group is characterized by a thin 
groove running around the entire edge (sometimes on both sides, but not for every Type D plate), 
and very slightly elevated rims (Figure 3.6). The six Type D plates are in varying states, from 
fragments of less than half of the original artifact to completely intact plates. All six have 
evidence of conservation treatments whether heavy PEG residue or evidence of freeze-drying. 
There is also heavy salt, or sulphur, accumulation on plate 04417. These post-sinking additives 
make it difficult to discern cut marks, but there are indeed some on Type D plates. The diameter 
of Type D plates ranges from 188 to 210 mm. The average diameter of Type D plates is 202 mm 
and the average height, 9 mm. 
 Plate 13752 is the only one of the six Type D plates that has any evident markings with 
two, one on either side. Type D plates were found throughout the vessel; 07231 and 14617 were 
located at the bow on the lower gundeck, and 13752 at midships on the lower gundeck. 
According to the find date and partial find location information from the original find logs and 
the digital museum database, plates 04417 and 04418 were found with each other, all the way 
aft, and on the port side.  
 Type E is the most common of Vasa’s wooden plates. This style is noteworthy for 
thickened edges (noticeably thicker than Type D) and that the typical decorative groove that runs 
around the entire plate is slightly further from the edge (Figure 3.7).  There is a slight depression 
noticeable in the middle of Type E plates, and all have what appears to be knife cut marks. All 
Type E plates are complete, with splitting and chipped edges beginning on four of the seven. The 
average diameter of Type E plates is 198 mm and the average height, 13.7 mm. 
 There are eleven markings on Type E plates, and thirteen reported in the original find logs. 
Two could not be located during the author’s research in fall of 2010. Only two of the seven 
plates have no markings, and one plate, 18265, has five discreet markings. Type E is also 
remarkable for the fact that it is the only group that has any closed finds, or artifacts that were 
found inside another artifact. Plate 17104 was found inside barrel 17277 (in the hold), plate 
18265 was found in barrel 18669 (on the orlop), along with seven spoons and two bowls, and 
plate 19290 (27505) was found in a barrel on the orlop. All seven Type E plates can be plotted 
according to find location: three were found on the upper gun deck, three on the orlop, and one in 
the hold. Of the three found on the upper gun deck, two were found at approximately midships 
(03500 and 04221), and the third, 04434, all the way aft. Plate 17901 was found inside the 
carpenter’s cabin, which is on the orlop deck, starboard side, and plate 19290, was found nearby 
on the same deck, just outside the door to the sailroom.  
 	  
FIGURE 3.7. Type E plate, with characteristic thickened edge. (Photo by author). 
  
 Plate Markings 
  Eight of the seventeen plates in Vasa’s collection have a total of fourteen markings. Plate 
17104 has the same mark as the small wooden box 17103 and 14881. (Figure 3.8).  Plate 18265 
has five discreet markings (Figure 3.9).   
	  
FIGURE 3.8. Plate 17104 with double ‘y’ marking. This particular marking was also found on a tankard, spoon, 











 Vasa’s wooden plates were found throughout all decks, on both sides, and find locations 
range from all the way forward to all the way aft. All were loose finds except for three found in 
barrels (Figure 3.10–3.13) (Graph 3.1). Both of the plates found in a closed-find situation are 
Type E, and both have markings. As mentioned above, plate 18265 has a total of five markings. 
This artifact was found on the starboard side of the orlop deck inside a barrel (18669) alongside 
bowls 18299, 18300 and seven spoons. Plate 17104 was found inside a box, which was inside of 
a barrel.  







 Vasa’s wooden bowls are lathe-turned. There are 4 complete bowls of at least 3 different 
types. Based on the many fragments (118 in total), the minimum number of individual (MNI) 
bowls is 40 (Figure 3.14). The MNI was arrived at by confirming that each find number in the 
MarketStore database corresponded to an actual artifact, and that none were part of the same 
artifact.  
  Considering that the conception of various terms for tableware (plate, dish, bowl, platter, 
etc.) does not include exact dimensions, it was initially a challenge to categorize fragments. For 
simplicity’s sake, the author expanded the definition of terms so that there were only two 
categories: bowl and plate. This decision was based on a number of observations, and some 
ethnological research. First, one artifact in particular, 27501, is clearly a bowl (like the other 
intact bowls that were labeled skål) but was labeled as fat. Second, a distinction based on depth, 
size, or other physical attributes to determine the small difference between a bowl (skål) and a 
bigger bowl (fat) would be difficult to apply to many of the artifacts due to their fragmented 
status.  
 As noted above, a handful of artifacts were “reclassified” as bowls, particularly after 
discussions with native Swedish speakers who generally thought that the Swedish term fat 
referred to a serving dish, and the term tallrik more likely referred to a dish that an individual 
would eat from (Jacob Jacobson pers.comm.). For the purposes of this research, a bowl is 
defined as any dish with a curved surface and its largest diameter greater than 250 millimeters. A 
plate is defined as a small, flat dish with little or no elevation and a diameter less than 250 
millimeters. When applying these definitions to fragments, it was also necessary to consider the 
curvature of the fragments; even the smallest bowl fragments indicate a concave surface. These 
definitions necessitated the reclassification from the original recordings of one kärl (vessel), two 
fat (serving dishes), and ten disk (plates) to a new classification of skål (bowl). For this study, 
this simplification was necessary considering that a distinction based on depth, diameter, or other 
physical attribute(s) to determine the difference between a skål and any other type of dish would 
be difficult to apply to many of the artifacts since they are only fragments. Thus, it is conceivable 
that there is a much wider variation in bowl sizes based on the large number of fragments. 
  The bowls range in diameter from 277 mm to 340 mm, and in height from 75 mm to 103 
mm. The average diameter is 304 mm with an average depth of 80 mm. The styles, or types, vary 
with ridges around the outside, grooves on the inside, and general bowl diameter and depth. As 
with the plates, they have similar wood characteristics, and are all likely made from the beech 
tree. All Vasa bowls, whether complete or fragmented, have tool marks, mostly in the form of 
distinctive concentric marks from the turning process. Both the complete bowls and some 
fragments have many cut marks inside, suggesting that the food served in them had to be cut 
with a knife (Figure 3.15).  
 







Bowls in Type Frequency of 
Markings 
A 308 mm 79 mm outflowing bowl with 
two grooves high on 




B 277 mm 103 mm bowl with one groove 
inside, two ridges outside 
and slightly chamfered 
rim 
19296 0 total 
C 284 mm 80 mm outflowing bowl with 
two grooves inside, one 
ridge outside near rim 
B198 0 total 




 The primary variance in the three styles of bowls is the placement of the internal and 
external decorative features (Figure 3.16) (Table 3.3). In keeping with the conventions of bowl 
design, the author has designated the internal features as “grooves” and the external features 
“ridges” (Wood 2005, Raffan 2008). As one might guess, the grooves are concave and the ridges 
protrude slightly (Figure 3.17). 
 Type A bowls have two grooves on the inside and two ridges on the outside. They are 
approximately in the same area—both pairs set high on the bowl. These features, nearly identical 
to features on bowls from the sunken English warship Mary Rose (1565), seem to be decorative, 
rather than functional (Wood 2005: 121). Type A bowls are somewhat wide with substantial, flat 
bottoms (Figure 3.18). At least four Vasa bowls fall into the Type A category and they have an 
average diameter of 308 mm and an average height of 79 mm. These shallow bowls include 
artifact ’s 14382, 16851, 18299, and 18300. Three of the four have distinct, individualistic 
markings, and three of them were found inside barrels, however, not the same three! 
 There is only enough physical evidence for one bowl to be included in the Type B category 
(Figure 3.19). Vasa bowl 19296 has a diameter of 277 mm and a height of 100 mm. A type B 
bowl is characterized by one groove high (21 mm from the rim edge) along the inside of the 
bowl and two ridges around the outside. The rim is chamfered with a slightly more enclosed 
form than the other two styles. Bowl 19296 was found inside a barrel, and has no discernible 
markings.  
 A thickened rim, or marli, characterizes the Type C category (Figure 3.20). The diameter is 
284 mm with a height of 80 mm. This style has two grooves along the inside and one distinct 
ridge along the outside. There are no markings, but considering that it is incomplete, there 
possibly could have been one or more markings on the missing part.  
 There is not enough surviving material to type the remaining bowls identified as such on 
Vasa. These fragmented artifacts, although clearly some type of bowl or dish due to their curved 
form and evidence of turned construction, either fall into one of the author’s established bowl 
types, or fall into an entirely new type, such as much smaller bowls, cups, or even large 
pedestaled dishes like those found at Red Bay (Gusset 2007: 198-199). For example, one of the 
fragments that make up artifact 09781 clearly has a curved surface and even the two internal 
grooves of a Type A bowl (Figure 3.21). However, not enough of the structure is left to confirm 
it as Type A. 
	  
FIGURE 3.14. Fragments of a Vasa bowl. One hundred and eighteen total fragments brought the bowl MNI to 40. 
(Photo by author). 
  
FIGURE 3.15. Visible tool marks and knife marks on Vasa bowl 16851. (Photo by author). 
  
FIGURE 3.16. Profile comparison of Type A, B, and C bowls. (Photos by author). 
 FIGURE 3.17. Two grooves along the inside of Vasa bowl 18300. (Author). 




FIGURE 3.19. Type B bowl. (Photo by author). 
	  FIGURE 3.20. Type C bowl. (Photo by author). 
	  
FIGURE 3.21. Fragmented bowl 09781. What type is it? (Photo by author). 
 
 Bowl Markings 
 Four of Vasa’s bowls have clear markings. These vary from simple shapes and letters to 
more complex designs (Figure 3.22).  All four markings are located in the same area of the bowl, 
the outside bottom.  
	  




 Most of the bowls were found on the upper and lower gun decks with only three found in 
the orlop and five in the hold. More were found on the starboard side, with an almost equal 
percentage found forward of amidships as aft. Three were found in the drain: 12802, 14167, 
18764. Five were found in barrels and one in a chest. The find locations for the five found in 
barrels range across all deck levels except for the hold and on both sides of the vessel (Table 3.4) 
(Figures 3.23–3.27) (Graph 3.2).  
 
















14031 unknown 1 bowl 
fragment 
in chest 14020 lower 
gundeck 
starboard 3-4 
14109 unknown 13 bowl 
fragments 
in barrel 14101 lower 
gundeck 
starboard 2-3 
14382 Type A intact bowl 
(reconstructed) 
in barrel 08680 upper 
gundeck 
port 3 
18299 Type A intact bowl in barrel 18669 
with bowl 18300 
one plate, seven 
spoons 
orlop starboard 9-10 
18300 Type A intact bowl in barrel 18669 
with bowl 18299 
one plate, one 
tankard with seven 
spoons 
orlop starboard 9-10 
19296 Type B intact bowl in barrel 19251 
with four spoons 
orlop port 22-23 
TABLE 3.4. Vasa bowls, closed finds. (Author). 
 
FIGURE 3.23. Excavation photo showing the find situation of Vasa bowl 18300, one of five found within a barrel. 






Spoons (Sked)  
 There are 83 spoons representing at least 12 distinct types in Vasa’s wooden spoon 
collection (Table 3.5). The style differences occur in the ratio of handle to bowl length, shape of 
bowl, cross-section of handle, and the presence of decoration and coatings. The spoons are 
carved from different types of wood, including alder and birch. These wood types are 
traditionally known to be good for spoon carving and are used by craftspeople today (Langsner 
2009: 44). All of the Vasa spoons are monoxylous, or of one piece. The grain runs 
longitudinally, from handle to bowl, plainly demonstrating the radial conversion.   



















A (9) 156 simple design, 
round bowl, 
handle is circular 
to oval in cross 
section.  
0 0 22 55% 
closed 
finds  
B (16) 124 oval (egg-shaped) 
bowl, ornately 
carved handle 
31 100 94 69% 
closed 
finds 
C (3) 145 oval (egg-shaped) 
bowl, circular 
handle in cross 
section.  
33 0 100 33% 
closed 
finds 
D (11) 151 unique, includes 9 
different styles! 
  27 55 45 64% 
closed 
finds 
TABLE 3.5. Vasa Spoon Typology. (Author). 
	  
  
  Twenty-six (31%) spoons have some sort of decoration, such as an ornately carved handle 
end or inscribed designs inside the spoon bowl (Figure 3.28). There is also evidence of a possible 
coating of some kind on 46 (55%) of the spoons (Figure 3.29).    
  
	  
FIGURE 3.28. Vasa spoon with ornamentally carved handle and sgraffito inside bowl. Thirty-one percent of the 
spoons have some sort of decoration. (Photo by author). 
 
	  FIGURE 3.29. Coating on spoon 14268. The image on the right shows the substance magnified to a power of ten. 





 As with other Vasa artifacts, the spoons have undergone various conservation treatments 
since 1961. According to MarketStore records, and confirmed by physical evidence, most 
underwent both PEG treatment and freeze-drying. These treatments, and over fifty years above 
water, have taken their toll. An examination of excavation photos reveals substantially more of 
the decorative coatings and sgraffito than present in 2010 (Figure 3.30).  
	  FIGURE 3.30. Spoon 18257 at time of excavation (left) and in December of 2010 (right). (Photo on left, Courtesy 
of the Vasa Museum, Stockholm; Photo on right by author). 
 
Spoon Types 
 The nine type A spoons are of the simplest design in the collection (Figure 3.31). With a 
somewhat ovoid-shaped bowl and a relatively long handle, their average length is 156 mm. The 
handle progresses from circular to oval in cross section as it extends from bowl base to handle 
end with some small variation in where the progression occurs. Type A spoons are so similar in 
style that they appear to be made by the same person or from the same woodworking shop. 
  Type A spoons are the least ornate or decorated of all the Vasa spoons. There are no 
markings and no embellishments on any, and only three show a hint of coating. 
  More than half (55%) of Type A spoons were found inside other artifacts. In fact, three 
nearly identical spoons were discovered inside of a barrel, along with a Type D spoon. Another 
spoon, 18260, was found nestled inside a tankard alongside six other spoons of various styles. 
(Table 3.6). 
  





Marking Decoration Coating Related Finds 
03382 164 0 no possible none 
05438 140 0 no no none 
06000 160 0 no yes unknown 
14359 154 0 no no found in barrel 08680 w/spoon 
14364/14377(F) 
17417 165 0 no no none 
18260 152 0 no yes found in tankard 18256 (in barrel 
18669) w/spoons 18257(B), 
18258(B), 18259(B), 18261(B), 
18262(F), 18263(D)  
19284 155 0 no no found in barrel 19251 w/spoons 
19285(A), 19286(A), 19287(D) 
19285 152 0 no no found in barrel 19251 w/spoons 
19284(A), 19286(A), 19287(D) 
19286 165 0 no no found in barrel 19251 w/spoons 
19284(A), 19285(A), 19287(D) 
Note: In Related Finds, the spoon’s Type is noted in parenthesis after the artifact number.  
TABLE 3.6. Type A Spoon Typology. 
  
	  FIGURE 3.31. Type A spoons. There are nine total Type A spoons in Vasa’s treenware collection. Not pictured: 
03382, 18260. (Photo by author). 
 
   
  In contrast to the austere Type A spoons, Vasa’s Type B spoons are the most decorative, 
both in carving and surface embellishments. All sixteen have the distinctive Type B trait: a 
diamond-shaped handle end. Some also have evidence of a tiny knop at the handle end (Figure 
3.32). Due to their delicate nature, some handle knops may have eroded away or been knocked 
off. Type B spoons have a more elongated, ovoid bowl and reach an average length of 124 mm, 
making them the shortest of all spoon types (Figure 3.33). 
	  
FIGURE 3.32. Digital inking of Type B spoon. Note characteristic diamond-shaped handle end. (Illustration by 
author.) 
 
  Five (31%) Type B spoons have distinct markings—one is a set of initials, “E D,” and the 
other four are simple geometric shapes (Figure 3.34). In addition to the 100% occurrence of 
decoration in the Type B style, 94% have evidence of some type of coating. 
  More Type B spoons were recovered from closed find situations than any other styles. 
Type Bs were found in barrels, boxes, chests, and tankards, and most often with accompanying 
spoons (Table 3.7). 





Marking Decoration Coating Related Finds 
03171 147 0 yes yes none 
03304 93 0 yes yes none 
08073 138 0 yes yes found in box 08065 (in barrel 
08078) 
09578 114 0 yes yes none 
09779 112 1 yes yes none 
12856 124 0 yes yes found in barrel 12865 w/spoons 
12857(B), 12863(B) 
12857 130 0 yes yes found in barrel 12865 w/spoons 
12856(B), 12863(B) 
12863 130 0 yes yes found in barrel 12865 w/spoons 
12856(B), 12857(B) 
14032 123 0 yes yes found in chest 14020 
14214 144* 0 yes no found on top of chest 14207. 
Spoons 14221(D), 14222(D) were 
found inside chest. 
14268 130 1 yes yes found in box 17103 (in barrel 
17277). Same marking as plate 
17104,   
18257 118 1 yes yes found in tankard 18256 (in barrel 
18669) w/spoons 18258(B), 
18259(B), 18260(A), 18261(B), 
18262(F), 18263(D)  
18258 135* 1 yes yes found in tankard 18256 (in barrel 
18669) w/spoons 18257(B), 
18259(B), 18260(A), 18261(B), 
18262(F), 18263(D)  
18259 116 1 yes yes found in tankard 18256 (in barrel 
18669) w/spoons 18257(B), 
18258(B), 18260(A), 18261(B), 
18262(F), 18263(D)  
18261 118* 0 yes yes found in tankard 18256 (in barrel 
18669) w/spoons 18257(B), 
18258(B), 18259(B), 18260(A), 
18262(F), 18263(D)  
27122 116* 0 yes yes unknown 
Note: In Related Finds, the spoon’s Type is noted in parenthesis after the artifact number.  
Note: Decoration refers to ornately fashioned handle ends and/or sgraffito.  
Note: Measurements with * are projected due to fragmented status of artifact 
TABLE 3.7. Type B Spoon Typology. 
	  
	  FIGURE 3.33. Type B spoons. Not pictured: 03304, 09779, 





 There are only three spoons that fall under the Type C category. These spoons are 
distinguished by an ovoid bowl similar to Type B’s, yet with a plain handle that widens slightly 
towards the end (Figure 3.35). They average 145 mm in length, and have the most equal ratio of 
handle length to bowl length. 
   





Marking Decoration Coating Related Finds 
08209 139  1 no yes found in chest 08010  
13900 132* 0 no possible none 
18507 163* 0 no possible none 
Note: Measurements with * are projected due to fragmented status of artifact. 
TABLE 3.8. Type C Spoon Typology. 
 
FIGURE 3.34. One of the five markings (shown at 7x magnification) on Type B spoons. 
Spoon pictured: 18257. (Photo by author). 





 All Type C spoons have evidence of a coating of some sort, yet none have any other 
decorative embellishments. The one marking in the Type C category is two tiny hash marks (that 
may once have been the letter “H”) on the handle of 08209 (Figure 3.36). This same spoon is 
also the only Type C variety to have been found within another artifact, chest 08010 (Table 3.8). 
	  FIGURE 3.36. Type C spoon 08209 with a marking on the handle. Only one Type C spoon has evidence of any 
markings. (Photo by author). 
 
 Eleven spoons fall into the Type D group, and with the spoons in this diverse category the 
total number of spoon types in Vasa’s collection is brought to twelve. In other words, Type D is 
not actually a type of its own, but a group of nearly unique spoons (Figure 3.37). The average 
length Type D spoon is 151 mm, and their individual features range from elaborately carved 
handles (03244 and 12589) to intriguing handle shapes (09256 and 09566).  
  Three of the eleven have markings, 55% have decoration, and 45% have coating. For the 










Marking Decoration Coating Related Finds 
03244 162 0 yes yes none 
09256 135 0 yes yes unclear 
09566 164 1 yes possible none 
12589 152 0 yes possible none 
14221 162 0 no no found in chest 14207 w/spoons 
14222(D), 14214(B) 
14222 143* 0 no no found in chest 14207 w/spoons 
14221(D), 14214(B) 
15558 160* 0 no no found in tub 15789 w/ladles 15556 
and 15557 
18263 159 1 no no found in tankard 18256 (in barrel 
18669) w/spoons 
18257(B),18258(B), 18259(B), 
18260(A), 18261(B), 18262(F)  
19287 141   0 yes yes found in barrel 19251 w/spoons 
19285(A), 19285(A), 19286(A) 
20414 146 1 yes yes found in barrel 13702 
23229 138 0 no yes found in barrel 13599 
Note: Measurements with * are projected due to fragmented status of artifact. 
TABLE 3.9. Type D Spoon Typology. 
	  
 As with the other spoons, more than half were excavated from closed-find scenarios. One 
spoon was found with a ladle in a wooden tub, three were found in barrels with collections of 
various spoon types, one was found in a tankard, and two Type D spoons were found in a chest 
with a Type B spoon (Table 3.9). 
 Outside of Types A, B, C, and D, the remaining thirty-three spoons in the collection are 
classified as fragments. Three of these fragmented spoons were closed finds and seventeen have 
a coating of some type, usually a reddish-brown color. Three have a marking (10929, 11749, and 
18262), and one has the characteristic knop on the handle end similar to Type B spoons. There is 
simply not enough material to fit these artifacts, although clearly spoons, into a typology.  
Spoon Markings 
  Although only 16% of the spoons have markings, these varied markings still represent one 
quarter of those found on Vasa’s wooden tableware. Spoon markings vary from simple crosses, 
check marks, and letters, to more fanciful designs (Figure 3.38). 
	  
FIGURE 3.37. Type D spoons. Not pictured: 14222, 15558. (Photo by author). 
 
Spoon Distribution 
 As with the plates and bowls, most of the wooden spoons were found on the upper gun 
deck on the starboard side. Only four were found in the hold (one of each Type A, B, and D, and 
one fragmented) and a slightly higher percentage were found forward of amidships. Three 
fragmented spoons were excavated from the drain: 12801, 12948, and 14166 (Figure 3.40–3.43). 
The spoons were discovered in closed finds more than any of the other treen (Figure 3.39) 
(Graphs 3.3, 3.4).  
	  FIGURE 3.38. One of the more ornate markings on Vasa’s wooden spoons. Thirteen spoons have a mark, 
representing approximately 25% of the markings on the entire wooden tableware collection. Spoon pictured: 20414, 
magnified seven times. (Photo by author). 
	  FIGURE 3.39. Seven spoons of various types (all but Type C) were found in tankard 18256, on the starboard side 
of the orlop. (Courtesy of the Vasa Museum, Stockholm). 
 
          
GRAPH 3.4. Of the seventy-two spoons with hard find location data, 44 were found on the starboard side of Vasa, 
21 on the port, 4 at midships, and 3 in the drain. Of the 44 found on starboard, 15 (34%) were closed finds. Of the 21 





Ladles (Slev)  
 There is a minimum of 7 carved wooden ladles in Vasa’s collection (Table 3.10). These are 
quite large relative to the spoons, with an average approximate length of 509 mm (Figure 3.44). 
The two complete ones have a hook in the handle, presumably for resting on the edge of a pot. 






Description Find Context 
01263 fragment 1 fragment; ½ of oval-
shaped bowl 
outside Vasa, aft 
05162/05163 533 5 fragments; 2 pieces of 
oval-shaped bowl, 3 pieces 
of handle, nearly complete 
lower gun deck, port side, 
beams 3-4 
09470 fragment 1 fragment; ½ of oval-
shaped bowl 
upper gun deck, starboard side, 
beams 10-11 
10268 fragment 1 fragment; part of bowl upper gun deck, starboard side, 
beams 22-24 
15556 539 2 fragments, nearly 
complete 
hold, starboard side, beams 23-
24; found in wooden tub 
15789 with ladle 15557 and 
spoon 15558 
15557 453 1 complete ladle, oval-
shaped bowl 
hold, starboard side, beams 23-
24; found in wooden tub 
15789 with ladle 15556 and 
spoon 15558 
27124 fragments 2 fragments, includes neck, 
portion of bowl, portion of 
handle. bowl shape 
indiscernible. hook in 
handle  
no find information available  
TABLE 3.10. Vasa’s Wooden Ladles. (Author).  
Ladle Types 
  Vasa’s wooden ladles are quite similar; there is neither enough substantial difference, nor 
enough material, to develop a typology. The ladle bowls are ovoid in shape and the handles are 
rectangular in cross-section. One of the complete ladles has a hole through the end of the handle, 
most likely to string a lanyard through for convenient storage on a hook. This same ladle has a 
protrusion near the end of the handle, possibly designed as a sort of rest for use while cooking 
(Figure 3.45). These are quite simple artifacts; none have evidence of decoration or coating. 
Ladle 27124 (which is likely 14571, designated as “missing”), has what appears to be another 
style of rest protrusion, much closer the base of the ladle bowl than 15557.  
Ladle Markings 
  There was only one marking found among Vasa’s collection of wooden ladles. It is 
relatively large, at least compared to the spoon markings, and of a somewhat complex, angular 
design (Figure 3.46). 
Ladle Distribution 
 No ladles were found on the orlop deck, but were found evenly distributed on the upper 
and lower gun deck and in the hold, with a slightly higher percentage on the starboard side. The 
only ladle with a marking was one of the only two ladles found in a closed context, inside the 
wooden tub 15789. No ladles were found in the drain, and one fragment of a ladle bowl was 
found outside the ship (Graph 3.5). 
 
FIGURE 3.44. Two ladles and a spoon. Vasa spoons average 140 mm in length in comparison to the ladles at 210 
mm. (Courtesy of the Vasa Museum, Stockholm). 
 	  
FIGURE 3.45. One of seven wooden ladles found on Vasa. Note the protrusion towards the end of the handle. 
(Photo by author). 
 
	  






 Tankards (Stånka) 
 Vasa’s tankards are staved vessels with an average volume of two liters (Table 3.10). The 
volumes range from 1.07 liters up to 2.60 liters. There are 7 complete, intact tankards, with a 
minimum number of 18, and a total of 80 fragments. The minimum number was arrived at 
through counting the existing handles. The fragments consist of eleven lids, twelve bottoms, 
thirteen handles, two spouts, and fifty-one loose staves (Figure 3.47). Each of the complete 
tankards has a bottom, a hinged lid, a handle (or partial handle, in the case of Type C), and 
anywhere from five to nine staves. Four of the seven intact tankards also have a spout. Croze 
grooves are at the bottom of each stave to accept the bottom of the tankard. The croze grooves 
fall into two different types: vee (v-shaped, at least 4mm wide by 2mm deep) and square 
(straight sides, at least 3 mm wide by 3mm deep) (Ratcliffe 2012: 48). These distinctive grooves, 
made by a cooper’s croze tool, are a significant clue for a tankard fragment, but not necessarily a 
sure give-away; small staves could also be a part of a wooden bucket.   
  
 FIGURE 3.47. Two disarticulated tankard staves. A number of tankard parts had no assigned 
number in the museum database; the author matched one of these “no number “ staves to a 
fragment with a find number, solving a small part of the mystery. Note the distinctive croze 
grooves at the bottom of each stave. (Photo by author). 
 	  
FIGURE 3.48. Visible tool marks on inside of tankard handle. (Photo by author). 
 
  
  Vasa’s tankards are most likely made of pine. They were built in a standard coopering 
method, which would include carving and fitting together the individual parts. All tankard 
components appear to be radially converted, save for the spouts, carved from a branch. Upon 
close examination tool marks are evident, particularly where fine detail carving was necessary 
such as at the base of the spout, hinge of the lid, or opening of the handle (Figure 3.48). Details 
revealing their status as a tankard part are evident on many of the tankard fragments, such as 
ghost stave marks in tankard bottoms and withy marks on the outside of staves (Figure 3.49). 
The lids on the intact tankards are angled inward between the two extensions that hinge to the 
handle. This detail was a reliable way to discern the top from the bottom on disarticulated lids. 
The tops of the handles and the ends of the lid prongs are beveled, a purely aesthetic feature. The 
point between the two extensions, however, was necessarily carved down and away from the 
handle to allow the lifting of the lid (Figure 3.50). 
   
	  












Tankard (18393) 1.07 19.7 
Tankard (08609) 1.09 18.9 
Tankard (03284) 2.29 25.4 
Tankard (14001) 2.29 24.4 
Tankard (17300) 2.40 22.5 
Tankard (18256) 2.41 24.6 
Tankard (17198) 2.60 23.8 
Bottle (07229) 3.33 33.0 
Bottle (03993) 4.01 23.0 
Bottle (10109) 6.68 32.8 
Bottle (08059) 10.93 37.0 




  Although most of the tankard handles and lids are of similar style, there were two 
tankards parts discovered that have unique attributes in the collection. It appears that more time 
was taken with designing and carving handle B48; it is uniquely symmetrical (Figure 3.51). A 
tankard lid has a mortise, approximately 5 mm deep and 16 mm square, carved into the underside 
surface. It is likely indicative of a repair (Figure 3.52). 
	  
FIGURE 3.50. Tankard lid 14767. Each tankard lid was carved with beveled ends and angled to allow the lid to 
open freely. (Photo by author). 
 
 
	  FIGURE 3.51. Tankard handle B48 is the only one of its kind in Vasa’s wooden tankard collection. Note the 
symmetrical design of the handle. (Photo by author). 
 
	  
FIGURE 3.52. Tankard lid  NNS2 is the only lid with a carved mortise in the underside. This may be evidence of a 
repair. (Photo by author). 
Tankard Types 
 There are three types of tankards distinguished by body shape and the presence or 
absence of a spout. Type A has a round body with a spout, Type B has a round body with no 
spout, and Type C has an octagonal body shape with no spout (Table 3.12). (Figure 3.53).  







Tankards in Type Frequency 
of Markings 
A 2.4 L 240 mm round body with a spout  03284, 14001, 
17198, 17300  
4 total 
B 1.1 L 194 mm round body with no spout  08609, 18393 1 total 
C 2.4 L 246 mm octagonal  body 18256 0 total 
TABLE 3.12 Vasa Tankard Typology (Author). 
	  
	  
FIGURE 3.53. The three styles of tankards found on Vasa. From left to right, Type A (17198), Type C (18256), and 
Type B (08609). (Photo by author). 
	  
 Type A tankards range in volume from 2.29 liters to 2.60 liters (with an average of 2.4 
liters). They range in height from 225 mm to 254 mm (with an average of 240 mm) (Figure 
3.54). Markings are common on Type A tankards with three of the four having four total 
markings; tankard 17300 has two. There is no decoration on Type A tankards, and no evident 
coating (although that is difficult to tell for certain due to the heavy PEG residue). The bottom 
diameter averages at 158 mm (with a maximum variance of only 20 mm) and the staves climb 
straight to the average height of 240 mm at an inward angle. Both the handle and the spout are 
part of staves, and the lid is hinged to the top of the handle by a small peg. Two of the four 
spouts on Type A tankards (17198 and 17300) have lips on the under side of the end. Each of the 
four Type A tankards has three sets of withies encircling the body.  
                                    	  
FIGURE 3.54. Sketch of Type A tankard (14001). (Illustration by author). 
 
 There are two tankards in the Type B style group, tankards 08609 and 18393 (Figure 
3.55). These “no spout” tankards tend to be shorter than the others in the collection, at an average 
height of 194 mm, yet nearly as wide at the bottom with an average diameter of 147 mm. Type 
B’s average volume is just over one liter and one has two withies and the other has three withies. 
Despite their similar size and style, 08609 has five staves and 18393 has nine. Although not 
evident at the time of examination, MarketStore notes state there was a marking on 08609. If this 
is indeed the case, Type B tankards have the highest occurrence of markings of all three types at 
100%. 
 Type C Vasa tankard has a distinctive, octagonal shape (Figure 3.56). Only one tankard 
falls into this style category, but it is possible that some of the 80 fragments could also be from a 
Type C tankard. Tankard 18265 is 246 mm tall with a volume of 2.4 liters. With a bottom 
diameter of 165 mm, the Type C tankard is distinctly taller and skinnier than the squattier Type 
A, and particularly Type B tankards. As with the other styles, Type C’s lid is hinged and its 
handle is part of one of its nine staves. Only the very top and bottom of the handle is present. 
There are no visible markings. This particular tankard was found with seven spoons of various 
types inside.  
 Just as with the bowls, there is not enough surviving material to type the remaining 
tankard fragments.   
Tankard Markings 
 Twelve of the tankards have a total of 16 individual markings. These markings vary from 
a simple “X” to more elaborate geometric designs, but overall tend to be geometric rather than 
letters. B251 (a disarticulated tankard bottom) has four distinct markings (Figure 3.57).   
 
 
      	  
FIGURE 3.55. The two Type B tankards in the Vasa collection, 18393 and 08609, from left to right. (Photo by 
author). 
	  
FIGURE 3.56. Type C tankard, 18256. Note the distinct octagonal shape compared to the more rounded style of 
Types A and B. (Photo by author). 
Tankard Distribution 
  Using the statistics of the twelve (of the 18 M.N.I.) tankard handles with hard find data, 
the overall distribution of the tankards was plotted (Figure 3.59–3.62). Based on this, the 
tankards were the most evenly distributed of the artifacts, at least per deck. Type A tankards 
were found on all decks except for the orlop, the two Type B tankards were found on the upper 
gundeck and the orlop, and the one Type C tankard was found on the orlop in a barrel (Figure 
3.58). One tankard was found in the drain (13475), one was found in a barrel (18256), and one in 
a bucket (17198) (Graph 3.6).  
	  
FIGURE 3.57. The four markings on tankard bottom B251. Twelve of Vasa’s tankards have a total of 16 individual 
markings. (Photo by author). 
	  FIGURE 3.58. Tankard 18256 (Type C) was found in a barrel on the starboard side of the orlop. (Courtesy of the 





Turned Bottles (Flaska) 
 There is a minimum of six turned bottles in Vasa’s wooden tableware collection. These 
bottles are decorated with grooves around the bodies and with ornate rims and lids. They are all 
made from birch burl, which adds to their pleasing aesthetic (Figure 3.63). The turned bottles are 
converted from the tree with the pith as the center, and tool marks (concentric marks similar to 
those on the bowls) are apparent. They are all very lightweight, due to the freeze-drying as a 
conservation treatment, and half of them have salt precipitates present (Vasa Museum 
conservation notes). 
Turned Bottle Types 
 The turned bottles are the most decorative of all the treenware (Figure 3.64). All five of 
the nearly intact bottles have flat bottoms, slightly sloping shoulders, and a relatively consistent 
thickness throughout the entire piece. Although not enough to create a typology, the stylistic 
variations, such as the angle of the sides and the placement of the decorative grooves, are 
substantial enough to warrant a detailed description of each of the five nearly intact bottles. They 
range in height from 230 mm to 370 mm, and the average volume, 6.2 liters, suggests they may 
have been for group use, rather than individual (Table 3.11). It is unknown what the Vasa bottles 
held but there are traces of residue evident in some (Figure 3.65).  
  Turned bottle 03993 has a volume of 4.01 liters and is 230 mm tall; a full 10 cm shorter 
than the others. Although the top part of the rim is almost entirely eroded away, a portion of the 
rim profile is still discernible (Figure 3.66). The diameter at the base is 149 mm, and although it 
appears that the sides are straight up and down, the diameter near the top is 163 mm. Likely, the 
original intention was for straight sides, but degradation has caused the sides to slightly fall 
away. The diameter at the opening of the bottle is 74 mm, which falls exactly in the middle of 
the diameter of the openings of the other four bottles and within 16 mm. The exterior of bottle 
03993 is eroded to a smooth surface and only a small remnant of the decorative grooves is 
visible near the bottom. As with three of the other four bottle bodies, 03993 was found on the 
upper gun deck. 
  The bottle with the least volumetric capacity is 07229, with a maximum volume of 3.33 
liters (Figure 3.63). Logically, it also has the sides with the most slope, angling inward as they 
near the opening at the top, and the smallest diameter at the bottom, 142 mm. Fine decorative 
grooves are placed in five pairs along the body, and are more evident than on bottle 03993. 
07229 is 330 mm tall without its matching lid, which adds 68 mm to its height. Although faint 
lathe marks are evident on the inside of all the bottles, they are most evident on 07229, and 
coupled with what could be an adze mark on the bottom.   
  08012/08013 are the two find numbers associated with the next bottle, which was not 
used to calculate the average height or volume, due to its incomplete state. This bottle is in two 
discreet pieces, the main body designated 08012, and the bottom portion designated 08013. They 
clearly fit together and it is unknown whether the bottle was broken upon the sinking, throughout 
the centuries that Vasa lay on the sea floor, or during conservation processes. The estimated 
height of bottle 08012/08013 is 366 mm. There are three pairs of thin decorative grooves on the 
main body, and four grooves on the bottom piece. The disarticulated nature of this piece provides 
an excellent opportunity to see the hook and gouge tool marks evident from the lathing process 
(Figure 3.67). 
  The largest bottle (08059), both by volume (10.93 liters) and height (370 mm), has 
grooves in sets of three in four places along the bottle (Figure 3.68). This was the only one of the 
turned bottles found within another artifact—barrel 08078 on the port side of the upper gundeck 
(Figure 3.55). This bottle fits with lid 01353. 
  The bottle with what is likely the most intriguing find context, is 10109, found near the 
stern with the skeleton of the steersman. It has rounded shoulders and mostly straight sides. 
There are six pairs of the group’s typical, thin decorative grooves along the body, and an 
accompanying lid that is more heavily degraded than the bottle. Two small (3 mm in diameter) 
holes in the bottom middle of the bottle are a sure sign of where it was secured to the mandrel to 
aid in the turning process. With a height of 328 mm, bottle 10109 has a capacity of 6.68 liters.  
	  Figure 3.63. Digital rendering of one of Vasa’s turned bottles, 07229. (Illustration by author). 
     
 All four extant lids have a grooved knob on top, an artistic touch that is also functional to 
aid in lifting the lid from the body (Figure 3.69). One of the six turned bottles is broken into 13 
fragments (Figure 3.70).  
	  
FIGURE 3.64. Three of the five nearly intact turned bottles found on Vasa, artifacts 08059, 07229 and 10109 from 
left to right. (Photo by author). 
	  FIGURE 3.65. Evidence of an unknown residue inside the body of a turned bottle, 08012. (Photo by author). 
 
Turned Bottle Markings 
 Only one of the turned bottles has any evidence of a marking, 07229. The marking is on 
the outside bottom of the bottle, and is almost indiscernible for the corrosion and salt residue 
(Figure 3.71).  
Turned Bottle Distribution 
 As with the other treen, most of the turned bottles were found on the upper gun deck on 
the starboard side (Graph 3.7). A higher percentage was found forward of amidships and only 
one was a closed find, inside of a barrel (Figure 3.72). No turned bottles were reported found in 
the drain (Figures 3.79–3.82).   
    
FIGURE 3.68. (left) Measured sketch of bottle 08059. (Illustration by author). 
FIGURE 3.66. (right) One of Vasa’s turned bottles (03993). (Photo by author).	  
                           	  
FIGURE 3.67. The inside of the bottom of disarticulated bottle 08012/08013. Note the tool marks. (Author). 
	  
FIGURE 3.69. One of four intact lids for the six turned bottles. This lid, 01353, fits best with body 08059. The lid 
was found outside of Vasa, and the body found inside of a barrel on the upper gundeck, nearly all the way forward at 
beams 1-3 and on the port side. (Photo by author). 
                         	  
FIGURE 3.70. Turned bottle 17716, the least complete in the collection. (Photo by author). 
 
             	  
FIGURE 3.71. Marking outlined on turned bottle 07229; only one of the six turned bottles found on Vasa had any 
such marking. (Photo by author). 
      	  
FIGURE 3.72. Find situation of one of Vasa’s turned bottles. Only one, artifact 08059, was a closed find. (Courtesy 
of the Vasa Museum, Stockholm). 
Staved Canteen (Flaska) 
 There are two intact and complete staved canteens in the collection, and one that is nearly 
complete, but disarticulated (Figure 3.73). These are staved containers with protruding staves 
high on either side. These protruding staves each have a small hole, presumably for a line to be 
slung through to enable hands-free carrying. The top center stave has a bunghole with a raised 
rim around it, and a stopper fits securely into the bunghole to keep the liquid inside. 
 
	  
FIGURE 3.73. Disarticulated staved canteen. Each component of this particular canteen was assigned a discrete 
find number, with 08561 as the main find number. (Photo by author). 
  
   
  
  As with the tankards, Vasa’s staved canteens are constructed like barrels; they have 
staves that are designed to fit securely with heads, or sides as is the case with canteens. Each 
stave has two croze grooves to accept the heads of the artifact (Figure 3.74). The staves with the 
bunghole and the protrusions for the lanyard were carved, and the other staves would have been 
hewn with a drawknife (Figure 3.75). It is difficult to identify any trace of coating, although 
brushstrokes appear to be evident on the sides of the canteens, particularly on 04232. 
Staved Canteen Types 
 There is just one type of staved canteen. They are likely made of pine, save for the 
withies encircling both ends of the staves. The two intact canteens have a distinct pear shape; one 
with a height of 278 mm (04232), and the other 242 mm (03907). The projected height of 08561 
is 229 mm. The average volume is just over two liters. For the two intact canteens, the individual 
staves vary substantially in size, with the smallest measuring at 30 mm wide and the largest 120 
mm wide. The staves at the bottom corners are the largest and the ones near the top tend to be 
smaller. The smaller of the two canteens, 03907, has nine staves, and the other, 04232, has 
eleven (Figure 3.76).  
Staved Canteen Markings 
 Two of the three staved canteens have particular markings. The letters “ETS” and “APS” 
are most likely initials, signifying a person’s, most certainly the owner’s, name (Figure 3.77).   
Staved Canteen Distribution 
 Of the three staved canteens, two were found on the upper gun deck, one forward at 
midships and one aft on the starboard side (Figure 3.78–3.82). The third was found amidships on 
the lower gundeck. None were found inside a container (Graph 3.8). 
 
    	  
FIGURE 3.74. Interior face of a bunghole stave with croze groove, a clear indication of cooperage construction 
technique. (Photo by author). 
                  	  
FIGURE 3.75. Canteen 04232 with a clear view of the bunghole and two protruding side staves. Note the difference 
in construction methods between the regular staves (hewn with a drawknife) and the specialty staves (carved). 
(Photo by author). 
 
	  FIGURE 3.76. Vasa’s two intact staved canteens, 03907 (left) and 04232 (right). (Photo by author). 
 
	  	  	  	  	   	  
FIGURE 3.77. “E T S” marking on staved canteen 04232. (Photo by author). 














Chapter 4 – Analysis 
 Each artifact recovered from the wreckage of Vasa holds clues to a larger story. Vasa’s 
treenware, with its breadth of utilitarian and symbolic character, is certainly no different. Upon 
close inspection, and with some interrogation, details manifest and open a window into Sweden’s 
seventeenth-century world. A world where a conscripted sailor might carry a wooden spoon in 
his pocket and a wooden bowl in his barrel (Figure 4.1).  
  According to historical records and ethnographic evidence, it has been suggested that the 
FIGURE 4.1. A man in peasant clothing (the style typically 
worn by Vasa sailors) carries a small barrel…is that a spoon 
in his pocket? (Okänd konstnär, Nationalmuseum 
(THC2571)). 
 
the sailors and soldiers would be the individuals destined to use the artifacts in Vasa’s treenware 
collection. Tableware made from other materials such as pewter, silver, and clay was probably 
reserved for the officers (Larn 1985: 23; Söderlind 2006: 260; Davies 2008: 154). Considering 
that Vasa was not yet fully provisioned, either with equipment, victuals, or soldiers, the 
individuals who actually did use the wooden tableware were indeed the mariners (Hocker 2006: 
52).  
  The official complement dictated that 133 mariners were required to operate the vessel. It 
is unknown, however, how many sailors actually set sail on that fateful August day. Those that 
did report were mainly conscripts, and not necessarily experienced sailors (Hocker 2006: 52). 
Many likely came from the hinterlands and probably knew the ways of the farm better than the 
ways of the sea. Yet, they found themselves on the grandest warship Sweden had ever seen. 
These people, generally silent in the historical record, had direct contact with the tableware 
discussed throughout this chapter.  
 
Plates (Disk) 
  With their characteristic tool marks, Vasa’s wooden plates are clearly lathe-turned. Due to 
the cumbersome tools and materials necessary for such a trade, the turner would likely have been 
a dedicated tradesman who did such for a living (Morris 2000: 2116). In order to produce a 
quality product, the Vasa turner would have employed his years of knowledge and expertise to 
select an appropriately sized tree for the material the plate would be made from. A tree with too 
small a diameter would cause the plates to warp (Wood 2005: 33-34). Whether he procured the 
wood himself or purchased it from a supplier, the turner would use a raw material that had been 
converted in a radial fashion, which would result in a much more durable finished product.  
  Vasa’s plates are likely beech. Not only does their physical structure suggest such, with 
characteristic shiny specks, but beech is a popular turning timber, and was particularly so in 
Sweden from the 17th through 19th centuries (Wood 2005: 41). With small pores, beech wood is 
manageable to work in any direction, and its lack of pronounced grain also affords a smooth, 
wear-resistant surface (Edlin 1969: 99). 
 Although at first glance quite simple, and similar to each other, the plates do have definite 
style variations. These include moulding along the rim, grooves around the edges, and a saucer-
like concave feature. Decorative features such as the astragal moulding demonstrate the care, 
skill, and time taken to embellish these everyday items. Many of these designs are seen in 
tableware of other materials as well. One of Vasa’s pewter plates (15406) has a nearly identical 
design feature, a wide, flat rim, as wooden plate 09299 (Figure 4.2). If the officers were the ones 
using the plates of more precious materials, it makes sense that the turner may have emulated the 
design to make them more appealing to the sailor or soldier using the wooden version (Söderlind 
2006a: 260). 
   
  
  Due to their small size, it is probable that Vasa plates were for individual use. Most have 
cut marks, indicating that some of the food that was served in them had to be cut with a knife. 
Foods such as salted beef, dried fish, or pork, were all relatively common foods with which 
Swedish ships were provisioned, and could easily be served and cut on a wooden plate 
(Söderlind 2006a: 259)  (Söderlind 2006b: 153). It is evident that wooden plates were in fairly 
common use at the time of Vasa (Figure 4.3). In seventeenth century England, for instance, it 
was generally expected for a farmer’s household to have an array of “platters, dishes, and spoons 
of wood” as part of their kitchen supplies (Anderson 1971: 161).      
  But these small, flat plates were not as prevalent as the useful bowl. It was more common 
at this time for people to eat, and even drink, out of bowls (Wood 2005: 93). Despite the title of 
this thesis, people did not sit at tables for meals as frequently as they do today. Sailors in 
particular, with limited space on board a warship crowded with large guns, provisions, and 
people, would often have to simply hold their food receptacle and stand, sit, or squat in whatever 
space they could find. In this scenario, a bowl is much more practical (Wood 2002: 2) (Lavery 
1987: 177). This is borne out in the archaeological record as well, as more wooden bowls (of a 
FIGURE 4.2. Designs are markedly similar in plates made from both pewter (left) 
and wood (right) (Courtesy of the Vasa Museum, Stockholm; Photo on right by 
author.) 
wide variety of sizes) have been found literally throughout the ages, particularly on Vasa (Wood 
2005: 93).  
	  
FIGURE 4.3. Peasants in an Interior, 1661. Note the presence of wooden plates, in addition to bowls, spoons, and 
tankards. (Painting by Adriaen van Ostade.) (Courtesy of Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, Netherlands.) 
  
 The frequency of markings (47%) supports the premise that Vasa’s wooden plates were for 
individual use. Plate 18265 is an excellent testimony to the possibility of markings being 
“owner’s marks,” as each of the five marks on it could have been added as it was passed from 
owner to owner (Figure 3.9). Interestingly, this plate has the same marking that tankard bottom 
03934 has: “VN.” Do the initials stand for an individual sailor who owned both plate and 
tankard? Or, was “VN” in charge of the mess who used this tankard (Figure 4.4)?  
  
	  
FIGURE 4.4. Fragment of tankard bottom with the marking “VN.” The same marking was one of five markings 
found on plate 18265. (Photo by author). 
 
 Most of the plates were found on the upper gun deck, starboard side, and forward of 
midships (Graph 6.1). All were loose finds except the two found in barrels. Considering their 
small numbers, their relative functionality, and the fact that only two were found in barrels, it 
seems plausible that the wooden plates were not part of any official provisions that may have 
been packed in barrels as a mess kit.  
 
Bowls (Skål) 
 As with the plates, an experienced turner chose the material for Vasa’s bowls. A number 
of wood types are good for bowl turning, but selection would depend on many factors including 
grain structure, weight, and even the tree’s growing conditions (Wood 2005: 36). Today, beech 
remains a popular turning wood, and has commonly been used as such since the 16th century 
(Wood 2005: 41). Despite its versatility for many other uses, oak was also popular for bowls in 
southern Sweden from 1600–1800 (Wood 2005: 49). Bowl turners would be mindful to choose a 
raw material free from knots in order to “obtain a good finish from the tools,” and have a final 
product that would “be more stable and less likely to crack during use” (Wood and Hather 2005: 
484). 
  Vasa’s bowls were made from half logs, with the inside center of the bowl facing the 
pith, or the center, of the tree (Figure 4.5). Once hewn from the tree, excess material would likely 
be removed with an axe until a manageable bowl blank was fit to be secured to the lathe. Using a 
variety of hook tools (Figure 4.6), some with only slight differences in angles to produce the 
groove and ridge features, the turner would shape the bowl as it turned on the lathe. There are 
different types of lathes such as the wheel and bow lathe, but based on ethnographic evidence, 
Vasa’s bowls and plates were most likely turned on a pole lathe (Wood 2014, pers. comm.). 
                                	  
FIGURE 4.5. Cross-section of tree demonstrating how a Vasa bowl was “converted.” (Illustration by author.) 
 
 
                                        	  
FIGURE 4.6. A turner’s hook tools, used to shape and design wooden bowls as they rotate on a lathe (Moxon 1703: 
199). 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
FIGURE 4.7. Vasa bowl 19296. Note the slight warp around the rim, likely from turning the wood while still green. 
(Photo by author). 
 Due to the fact that it is easier to turn wood while still green, turners would often “rough-
turn” bowls from unseasoned timber and “true them up after they [had] dried and warped” 
(Raffan 1985: xx). Due to the moisture still present, warping and distortion results from turning a 
still green bowl (Figure 7.7) (Wood 2005: 48). 
  Yet some design philosophies dictate that asymmetrical form is more pleasing and 
interesting than symmetrical, and the intact Vasa bowls certainly are interesting to behold. In 
many cases, slight warping adds to the aesthetic effect. It is interesting to ponder whether or not 
Vasa’s bowl turners were concerned with such design concepts as the golden mean and 
asymmetry versus symmetry, like craftspeople today (Raffan 2008: 57). Whether seventeenth 
century turners had names for their design techniques or not, artistic design is evident and shines 
through.  Using today’s nomenclature, Vasa bowl 18299 might be said to have a shallow, 
outflowing form, “where the acute angle where the curve meets the flat surface gives it a floating 
quality,” and 19296 would be described as an “enclosed” form (Raffan 2008: 57, 67) (Figures 
4.8, 4.9). Bowl 18300 has a distinct, although small, foot at its base, another design characteristic 
that also serves a function of stability (Figure 4.10).  As is suggested with the bowls from Mary 
Rose, these subtle design differences may demonstrate that the bowls were from different 
localized turners, and thus individually owned rather than state-supplied (Wood and Hather 
2005: 481). 
  Considering their various characteristics, including find locations, markings, and cut 
marks, bowls seem to be the most versatile of all the tableware in Vasa’s collection. It is 
conceivable that people would use them for drinking from, eating from, preparing and serving 
food. Historic household records tell us that “drinking bowls” were indeed part of kitchen 
inventories since at least the fifteenth century (Wood 2005: 90). The absence of any wooden 
cups or goblets (unless some bowl fragments actually are cups) supports the idea that bowls 
were indeed used for drinking (Söderlind 2006a: 260).  
                 	  
FIGURE 4.8. Vasa bowl 18299. Note the outflowing form. (Photo by author). 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
FIGURE 4.9. Vasa bowl 19296. Note the enclosed form. (Photo by author). 
   
	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
FIGURE 4.10. Vasa bowl 18300. Note the small foot at the base of the bowl. (Photo by author). 
 
Bowls were more often held for eating from rather than set on a table (Figure 4.11). If 
bowls were set at a table, or wherever there was space available, maybe the top of a barrel, it was 
likely that people would use their individual spoons to eat from the larger bowl (Figure 4.12).  
 The complete bowls have many cut marks inside, suggesting that the food served in them 
had to be cut with a knife, and that they were not just for serving. Previous Vasa research 
proposes that a set crew would either eat or be served from them (Hocker, pers. comm.).  
  Four of Vasa’s bowls have clear markings. These vary from simple shapes and letters to 
more complex designs (Figure 3.18).  All four markings are located in the same area of the bowl, 
the bottom. Yet according to traditional bowlturner and expert Robin Wood, who has studied 
wooden bowls from around the world, “it is rarely possible to be sure if [a mark] is a maker’s 
mark, a merchant’s mark or an owner’s mark” (Wood 2005: 88-89). 
  Consider the complete bowl 18300 found in a barrel (Figure 4.13). Does the mark 
indicate not only whose bowl it was, but the barrel as well? Or was the barrel intended to hold 
the necessary tableware for a particular group? A bowl and spoon were found together in a 
barrel; does that indicate that they were owned and kept by the same person? Or, was one person 
in charge of keeping all the tableware for his mess together? (Figure 4.14). 
  Most of the bowls were found on the upper and lower gun decks with only three found in 
the orlop and five in the hold. Five were found in barrels and one in a chest. The find locations 
for the five found in barrels range across all deck levels except for the hold (Table 3.4) (Figure 
3.27) (Graph 3.2). It is noteworthy that the galley is in the hold, where just five bowls were 
found. This indicates that bowl use occurred throughout the vessel, and not necessarily only in 
the food preparation that was done in the galley. 
  
FIGURE 4.11. Peasant Wedding, 1567. (Painting by Pieter Bruegel the Elder.) Note how guests hold the bowls they 
are eating from, and the spoon in the server’s hat. (Courtesy of Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna.) 
	  FIGURE 4.12. Saying Grace, 1653. (Painting by Adriaen van Ostade.) Groups of people, whether families or 
sailors, often ate from a communal bowl. Also note the wooden bowl’s two internal grooves similar to those on 
Vasa’s bowls. (Courtesy of The British Museum).  
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
FIGURE 4.13. Bowl 18300 was found inside barrel 18669. Does the bowl belong to an individual or a group of 
sailors? (Courtesy of the Vasa Museum, Stockholm.) 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
FIGURE 4.14. A wooden bowl and spoon found together in a barrel. (Courtesy of the Vasa Museum, Stockholm.) 
 
Spoons (Sked) 
 Vasa’s spoons were carved. The process of carving spoons requires less bulky tools than 
the turning process, and therefore could be undertaken anywhere, as evidenced in the discovery 
of a spoon blank at the site of the Kronan shipwreck (Figure 5.3). However, as with the plates 
and bowls, although they seem simple, the construction process is indeed a learned skill. 
According to spoon carvers today, wood grain and shape of the spoon blank dictate the final 
shape (Figure 4.15) (Sundqvist 1990: 96; Niklas Aldenby, pers. comm.).  
	  	  	  	   	  
FIGURE 4.15. The angle of this spoon’s handle is a clue to the natural shape of the raw material. (Photo by author). 
 
  The spoons display the characteristics of alder and birch. Both fine-grained hardwoods, 
these types are well known as quality spoon-carving woods (Langsner 2009: 44). Whatever the 
wood type, the material for spoons was chosen so that the grain ran longitudinally, from handle 
end to bowl tip, for greater strength. The basic shaping of the spoon blank was done with a small 
axe or hatchet, and then a gouge was used for hollowing out the bowl of the spoon. Next, a spoon 
knife would have been used for the finishing carving (Figure 4.16). Finally, the spoons may have 
been treated with flaxseed oil, used historically in Swedish woodworking (Sundqvist 199: 19).  
   
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
                FIGURE 4.16. The author’s spoon carving tools: a spoon knife and gouge. (Photo by author). 
 
  The variety of ornate spoon designs suggests that they were individually carved by their 
owners rather than mass-produced, although there are two distinct style groups with a number of 
similar spoons in each. Thus, spoon design is not only functional, but also serves the purpose of 
identification and self-expression. Only 16% of Vasa’s wooden spoons have markings, 
supporting the premise that their ownership was already made clear by their distinctive designs. 
  An exciting thing about the spoons is that their number in the Vasa collection, 83, may 
indeed be linked to the actual number of crew on board when Vasa set sail. It has been suggested 
that people and thus sailors carried their spoons with them most of the time, which can be 
supported by the idea that their typically short handles would allow them to easily carry the 
spoons in their pockets. 
  Archaeologists engaged in the task of dating spoons made from non-organic materials 
suggest that silver would dictate the styles and forms in the spoons made from less precious 
materials (Figure 4.17) (Kidd 1972: 41).  
                 	  
                      FIGURE 4.17. A silver spoon from Vasa. (Courtesy of the Vasa Museum, Stockholm.) 
 
  Spoons of this size (their average length is 140 mm) were most assuredly used how we 
use them today—simply to convey food to the mouth. It seems likely then, that wooden spoons 
would be a common sight, not only on a Swedish warship, but in homes and public areas where 
people lower stations gathered to eat (Figure 4.18). On both English and Dutch vessels at around 
the same time period as Vasa, sailors and soldiers were reported to use wooden spoons (Boxer 
1963: 94; Davies 2008: 154).  
   
	  
FIGURE 4.18. The Satyr and the Peasant, 1620. (Painting by Jacob Jordaens.) Note the wooden spoon. (Courtesy 
of Alte Pinakothek, Munich, Germany). 
 
  The spoons are the only treenware artifacts known to be physically associated with actual 
people on board. “Adam” was found in close proximity to spoon 04282, and “David” near spoon 
07648 (Figures 4.19, 4.20). Due to the site formation process (particularly the washing of the 
decks during excavation which would have violently displaced artifacts, especially the smaller 
ones) it is impossible to say definitively that these were actually the individual’s spoons. 
However, even just the suggestion demonstrates the ubiquity of these common artifacts.  
                                  	  
                  FIGURE 4.19. The reconstructed visage of “Adam” and the spoon found near his remains.  
                  (Courtesy of the Vasa Museum, Stockholm.) 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
FIGURE 4.20. Spoon 07648 was found near the skeleton of “David.” Was it actually his spoon, or did it                   
end up near his remains through site formation processes? (Courtesy of the Vasa Museum, Stockholm.) 
 
  As noted in the previous chapter, the spoons were discovered in closed finds more than 
any of the other treen (Figure 4.21).  
            	  
FIGURE 4.21. Spoon 08209 was found with an array of personal items in chest 08010. Spoons had the highest 
frequency of closed-find scenarios of all the Vasa treen. (Courtesy of the Vasa Museum, Stockholm.) 
 
Considering their diminutive size, this seems logical. The nature of provisioning a ship, whether 
with personal belongings or state-supplied mess kits, requires efficient packing and stowage. 
Were the seven spoons found together in a tankard (Figure 3.33) for a particular mess, or was the 
tankard owner a dedicated carver who would sell or distribute his spoons? These seven spoons 
are markedly different in form, yet the three spoons found in barrel 12865 are nearly identical in 
style, enough so that they were likely carved by the same person (Figure 4.22). A similar 
situation is found with barrel 19251, which had four spoons within, three of which are nearly 
identical (Figure 4.23).  More often (in nine instances), only one or two spoons were found 
inside a container. Upon initial consideration, it seems there is little rhyme or reason to the 
stowing of the spoons, especially since the barrels were found on different decks. However, with 
a little more thought, it may simply suggest that sailors would bring along their spoons in 
whatever way they could.    
	  
FIGURE 4.22. The three wooden spoons found inside barrel 12865 (found on the lower gun deck) are quite similar 
in style. Spoons pictured from left to right: 12856, 12857, 12863. (Photos by author). 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  
FIGURE 4.23. The four wooden spoons found inside barrel 19251, which was found on the orlop deck. Three of the 
spoons are nearly identical. Spoons pictured from left to right: 19284, 19285, 19286, 19287. (Photos by author). 
 
 As explained in chapters 5, ten of Vasa’s spoons were subjected to spot testing for traces 
of iron. This process revealed that spoons found loose on site, and those found within various 
containers, all tested positive for the presence of iron (E. Hocker 2010: 2). The variability in the 
documented find locations suggest that the iron was part of pigment on the spoons, rather than 
from the iron-rich environment (E. Hocker 2010: 2) (Vasa Museum 2000: 53-54).  
 
Ladles (Slev)  
  Ladles often exhibit both turning and carving construction techniques. The bowls of the 
two ladles found on Mary Rose were turned on a lathe and then the utensil completed by carving 
the handle (Weinstein 2005a: 440; Wood 2005: 124). However, the Vasa ladles appear to be 
entirely carved. This may suggest that the spoon carvers who made Vasa’s also carved the ladles. 
The design of Vasa’s ladles is almost wholly functional. The useful features of a hole in handle 
for slinging a lanyard through and a hook to rest on the side of the pot are features still seen 
today in Swedish woodcraft (Figure 4.24). (Sundqvist 1999: 100) 
 
	  
FIGURE 4.24. One of Vasa’s two complete (7 M.N.I.) ladles featuring a typical hook and hole in the handle. (Photo 
by author). 
  
  The one cook assigned to Vasa (F. Hocker 2006: 52) most assuredly had occasion to use 
at least one of the seven ladles found onboard, either for stirring or serving meals. Other uses for 
ladles could have been outside the galley, either to serve beer from barrels into smaller 
receptacles (Davies 2008: 152), or soup or porridge from larger bowls into smaller, personal-
sized dishes.  
  The only ladle with a marking was one of only two found in a closed scenario, in the hold 
inside a wooden tub, along with a wooden spoon (Figure 4.25). It is conceivable that this tub was 
a doctor’s kit, or possibly used as a container to house the cook’s supplies.  
	  
FIGURE 4.25. This wooden tub (15789) was found aft on the starboard side of the hold with a spoon and a ladle 
inside. (Courtesy of the Vasa Museum, Stockholm.) 
 
Tankards (Stånka)  
  The staved tankards were built in the same fashion as a barrel, using the techniques of the 
cooper. Necessary tools would include a workbench (horse), small axe, saw, drawknife, auger, 
plane, croze tool, file, and a carving knife (Figure 7.26) (Blackburn 1992: 4; Ramona Vogel, 
pers. comm..).  
                             	  
FIGURE 4.26. An assortment of cooperage tools. Figure 3 is a croze tool that would be use to carve out a croze 
groove, and Figure 1 is a type of drawknife. (Diderot and Alembert 1772:) 
 
Colonial Williamsburg Master Cooper Ramona Vogel took the author step by step through the 
process of constructing a tankard similar to those found on Vasa. Save for the harvesting and 
preparation of the raw material, the process took less than an hour. Small staves were carved 
(Figure 5.8), and then tankard bottoms shaped with a drawknife (Figure 4.27). 
 
FIGURE 4.27. Colonial Williamsburg Master Cooper Ramona Vogel carves a tankard bottom with a typical cooper 
tool, the drawknife. Note the marks from the drawknife on one of Vasa’s disarticulated tankard bottoms. (Photos by 
author). 
 
The croze groove, characteristic of any staved cask, was carved with a traditional croze tool. 
Note the sharp teeth of the tool and the technique with which the bottom is fitted (Figure 4.28). 
The handles and lids were then carved with drawknives and single-handled carving knives. To 
ensure a proper fit and to create a visually pleasing artifact, care was taken in carving the lids 
(Figure 4.29). For the Vasa tankards, the staves with spouts were carved from a branch, and the 
holes for the lid hinges drilled out with a hand auger.  
   
 	  
FIGURE 4.28. Colonial Williamsburg Master Cooper Ramona Vogel uses a croze tool to create a croze groove in a 
staved tankard. (Photos by author). 
    
	  
FIGURE 4.29. Note the beveled ends on this disarticulated tankard lid. Experience and design are evident (Photo by 
author). 
 
  The tankard staves are likely pine, with some of the other parts that might be subjected to 
more wear (handles, bases, and lids) made from stronger oak. The tankards from the Mary Rose 
are constructed from pine and oak in that fashion (Weinstein 2005b: 427). With the number of 
tools and materials necessary, most cooperage would be done in a dedicated workshop, and the 
cooper who made Vasa’s tankards and staved canteens was likely engaged in crafting barrels and 
other treenware. A cooper’s sign in southern England boasts:  
  
‘As other people have a sign 
I say -- just stop and look at mine! 
Here Wratten, cooper, lives and makes 
Ox bows, trug baskets and hay rakes,  
Sells shovels, both for flour and corn 
And shauls, and makes a good box churn.  
Ladles, dishes, spoons or skimmers, 
Trenchers too, for use at dinners.  
I make and mend both tub and cask 
And hoop ‘em strong to make them last.  
Here’s butter prints and butter scales,  
And butter boards and milking pails. 
N’on this my friends may safely rest  
In serving them I’ll do my best;  
Then all that buy, I’ll use them well 
Because I make my goods to sell.’ (Forty 1979: 8) 
	  
	  	   Here, as with the spoons, the number of tankards may provide a hint about crew size. If 
we assume that there were 5-8 crew members (Söderlind 2006: 260) in a mess, or a group that 
ate together, the minimum number of tankards, 18, translates to a crew size of 90-144. This is, 
however, at odds with the estimation based on the number of spoons, but it can be reasoned that 
the number of spoons is less than the actual crew size because spoons would be more likely than 
tankards to have left the site either by floating away or simply remaining in the pockets of those 
who were able to swim to shore. Interestingly, the tankards were the most evenly distributed of 
the artifacts, at least per deck. This may suggest that they actually saw the most use and were not 
stowed or that they were simply used in areas all throughout the vessel. Ingrid Kaiser and other 
previous Vasa researchers have suggested that they were shared by a small, set group and the 
tankard was passed around for individuals to drink from the spout (need citation). The 
prevalence of markings then, could intimate that a particular marking may have indicated the 
group of people, or the mess, rather than an individual. Conversely, in Colonial America, 
tankards were more for hospitality, rather than general everyday use. They would not be used at 
a table but only for hospitality by the fire (Gould 1962: 61). 
 
Turned Bottles (Flaska)  
  The turned bottles were converted from the tree with the pith as the center (Figure 4.30) 
(Figure 4.31). Two small holes in the bottom of one of the turned bottles are indicative of the 
manufacturing process, when a mandrel would have been inserted into the blank to secure the 
bottle, or the “work.” (Figure 4.32).                      	  
                                             
FIGURE 4.30. Cross-section of tree demonstrating how a Vasa bottle was “converted.” (Illustration by author.) 
 
                             	  
FIGURE 4.31. The pith of the tree is visible in the bottom of this turned bottle. (Photo by author). 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
FIGURE 4.32. Two small holes show where the mandrel was secured during the turning process. (Photo by author). 
  
   
  With their ornate rims and lids (Figure 4.33), artfully placed grooves, and attractive birch 
burl, the turned bottles are clearly the most decorative in Vasa’s treenware collection. Taking 
into account the time, material, and expertise to create such pieces, it is conceivable, but not 
conclusive, that the turned bottles were reserved for higher-ranking personnel.  
                   	  
                                    FIGURE 4.33. A lid from one of Vasa’s turned bottles. (Photo by author). 
  The average volume of these bottles, 6.2 liters, suggests that they may have been for 
group, rather than individual, use. Considering this capacity, it is also likely that the bottles were 
reserved for storage rather than the everyday use of the tankards and canteens (Graph 4.1).  
  Consider turned bottle 08059 found inside a barrel (Figure 4.34). This particular barrel 
was found far forward on the upper gun deck. This find location indicates that the bottle was 
stowed inside for the voyage. MarketStore notes that the lid and bottle became separated, 
possibly at the time of the sinking when the barrel likely burst. 
 
         
           GRAPH 4.1. Comparison of the capacity of three types of wooden treenware. (Author)	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
    FIGURE 4.34. Turned bottle 08059 was found inside a barrel. (Courtesy of the Vasa Museum, Stockholm.) 
Staved Canteens (Flaska) 
  Vasa’s staved canteens were built in the same fashion as the tankards. In fact, it is likely 
that the individual or workshop that produced the tankards would also have produced the 
canteens, or at least have had the tools and skills necessary to do so. In examining staved 
canteens from around the world, it appears that there is a definite Scandinavian style evident in 
Vasa’s canteens. This style is notable for its pear shape, which persisted into at least the 
nineteenth century. Nearly identical canteens have been noted in arts and crafts publications. 
These were purportedly used to carry milk, and had a leather shoulder strap (Plath 1948: 155) 
(Figure 4.35). 
                      	  
FIGURE 4.35. A Swedish canteen from the nineteenth century. Note the similarities to Vasa’s canteens. (Plath 
1948: 155). 
   
  It is an interesting exercise to consider if the different containers were meant for different 
types of liquid. It is plausible that sailors only drank ale from the tankards and vinegar from the 
canteens. If they were indeed used for storage, maybe the turned bottles were used to refill the 
tankards and canteens (Figure 4.36) 
	  
FIGURE 4.36. The three types of liquid vessels in Vasa’s treenware collection. It is likely that their different forms 
dictated different uses. (Photo by author). 
   
  Two of the staved canteens have particular markings. The letters “ETS” and “APS” seem 
to be initials, which could signify a person’s name with the standard ending “son.” This suggests 
that the staved canteens were owned individually and were for individual use compared to the 
tankard’s less alphabetical markings (Figure 4.37). Additionally, the occurrence of actual letters 
suggests a higher literacy rate for canteen owners.  
  Considering that there were only three discovered in the wreckage, it is difficult to draw 
conclusions from the find locations. One could hazard a guess, however, that the fact that none 
were closed finds implies that they had seen actual use prior to the sinking. 
  
	  
FIGURE 4.37. A comparison of the markings found on the canteens and the tankards. The top two markings of 
initials are from canteens, and the two markings on the bottom are found on tankards. (Photos by author). 
 
Chapter 5 – Treen through Time 
 A vital component of the interpretation of any archaeological collection is to analyze it in 
light of comparable collections. This component of the study of Vasa’s treenware compares the 
collection to a number of other maritime and terrestrial assemblages. The assessment will be 
approached systematically in tiers of comparison. The first tier considers Kronan, a Swedish 
warship of the same class as Vasa. Kronan, sunk in 1676 in the middle of Sweden’s Great Power 
Age, offers an interesting comparison to Vasa, which sank at the beginning of Sweden’s rise to 
European military preeminence. The next level of comparison will involve the treenware 
collections of shipwrecks from a similar time period to Vasa (1628), within approximately one 
hundred years. Finally, the third and broadest tier of comparison will consist of a selection of 
treenware collections, representing both terrestrial and maritime sites and chosen from a much 
broader time period.  
  While making these comparisons it is important to note why particular shipwrecks and 
sites were chosen. The sites chosen within one hundred years before or after Vasa were selected 
for clear similarities (e.g., both the Vasa and the Mary Rose were royal warships) and for the 
quality and quantity of published research (both the Mary Rose and Red Bay wrecks have 
excellent, usable publications). Unfortunately, a number of wrecks from this time period were 
not included, such as the Atocha and many of the other Spanish vessels wrecked off Florida in 
1622, due to the lack of referable published research. 
 It is also important to remember that only artifacts similar to Vasa’s treenware collection 
were examined. For example, Red Bay’s treenware collection includes two wooden flat plugs 
(likely used as jar stoppers) (Gusset 2007: 198) and the Mary Rose collection includes three 
wooden serving troughs (Weinstein 2005a: 434); neither treenware type is addressed in this 
analysis. Finally, it should be taken into account that out of necessity, comparisons are made 
between partially and completely excavated sites, such as Vasa, completely excavated in the 
early 1960s, and Kronan, still in the process of seasonal excavations (as of 2014). It is difficult, 
if not impossible, to make concrete conclusions from comparisons between a complete and an 
incomplete collection.  
 The descriptions and images throughout this report demonstrate the breadth and variety 
of Vasa’s treenware, and make the collection ideal for comparing to the treenware from the 
shipwrecks and terrestrial sites summarized below (Table 5.1).    
 
The Treenware of Two Royal Swedish warships: Vasa (1628) and Kronan (1676)  
 The Kronan, which sank in 1676 at the middle of Sweden’s Great Power Period, offers a 
noteworthy comparison to Vasa, which sank at the beginning of Sweden’s rise to European 
military preeminence. Kronan was completely outfitted for sail and battle, Vasa was not. Kronan 
was the product of an established, bureaucratic war system, Vasa was the product of a 
organizational structure that was often based on contract and private entrepreneurship rather than 
direct government management (F. Hocker 2006: 39).  
 Kronan was discovered in 1980 and excavations continue today (Kalmar County 
Museum 2001: 19). With artifacts still being excavated, and with half of the ship having been 
blown up, it is difficult to compare quantities of tableware items to Vasa’s but the diversity of the 
collection is impressive and similarities are clearly evident. There are similar design techniques 
in the spoons and the plates are quite similar (Figure 5.1, Figure 5.2). 
                          	  
                      FIGURE 5.1. Comparison between Vasa (top) and Kronan (bottom) plates. (Author) 
 
  According to conservator Max Jahrehorn, who worked on the Kronan project since the 
beginning, there were 184 artifacts in the treenware collection at the end of the 2010 field season. 
This count includes 150 spoons, 11 bowls, 20 dishes, and 3 tankards (Max Jahrehorn 2010, pers. 
comm.).  
 During the 2010 excavation season, an intriguing artifact was recovered from the Kronan 
site. The artifact, an unfinished block of wood measuring approximately 127 mm long by 762 
mm wide by 2.54 mm thick, closely resembled what a spoon might look like before finished. The 
spoon blank’s presence on the site strongly suggests that not only did sailors have time and 
resources to carve on board the warship, but that they may have been responsible for making 
their own spoons as well (Figure 5.3). 
FIGURE 5.2. Comparison between Vasa (left) and Kronan (right) spoons. (Photos by author). 
 
 Maritime Treenware from the Early Sixteenth Century to the Early Eighteenth Century 
 The next tier of wooden tableware comparison encompasses one hundred years before 
and after the sinking of Vasa. On the one hand, this wide time range presented somewhat of a 
challenge in selecting which wrecks to include in the comparison, and on the other hand, was 
necessary due to the lack of availability, research, and publication on wrecks from this time 
period. Due to salvage or lack of publication, a number of potentially good comparative wreck 
sites were excluded. What remains are a selection of wrecks that were chosen for their excellent 
and accessible publications, similarity in use (i.e. warship), or the diversity and distinction of the 
wooden tableware collection itself.  
 
Mary Rose (1545) Treenware 
 King Henry VIII’s famous warship, fully outfitted for sea and battle-worn, is a clear 
choice for comparing treenware collections. Both the Mary Rose and the Vasa were important 
naval vessels in their respective countries. Both represented the strength and ambitious nature of 
 
FIGURE 5.3. A spoon “blank” recovered from the Kronan site. (Photo by author).  
their kings, and both sank in memorable circumstances. Thankfully for scholars today, the 
majority of both collections have also been excavated, conserved, and exhibited.  
 On 19 July 1545, the Mary Rose sank during a naval engagement with the French. It was 
discovered in the late 1960s and raised in 1982 when major conservation efforts began (Bradford 
1982: 7). Over 19,000 artifacts have been conserved including an impressive collection of 
wooden tableware. In fact, the Mary Rose holds the “largest surviving collection of sixteenth 
century ‘domestic’ cooking, serving and tableware from the British Isles” (Gardiner 2005: 422). 
 Although the Mary Rose sank more than seventy-five years before Vasa, the ships’ 
treenware collections are remarkably similar. The Vasa collection has considerably more spoons 
(Vasa 83; Mary Rose 3), but the few from Mary Rose are similar in size, style, and manufacture 
to Vasa’s Type A spoons (Figure 5.4).  
                                    	  
                         FIGURE 5.4. A wooden spoon from the Mary Rose (1545). (Mary Rose Trust.) 
 
The ladles from both vessels, only two complete found on Vasa and two fragmented on Mary 
Rose, are both relatively large (at least 21 cm.) yet their bowl and handle shapes are distinctly 
different. The bowls from the Vasa ladles are oval, while those from the Mary Rose almost 
perfectly round (Weinstein 2005a: 446). Both of the warships’ bowls (Vasa’s four complete 
bowls are comparable to Mary Rose’s large bowls) are also very similar in size, style, markings, 
and wear marks. On both ships, these large bowls are generally larger than 26 cm in diameter 
and deeper than 9 cm (Weinstein 2005b: 426). Intriguingly, similar markings (e.g. “X”) are 
found on a Vasa bowl and a Mary Rose bowl (Weinstein 2005a: 446). One particular style 
similarity in the bowls from both wrecks is a chamfered edge, or lip, and finally, most of the 
bowls in question have distinct knife marks indicating usage (Wood and Hather 2005: 480-1) 
(Figure 5.5).  
 More similarities are seen in the assemblages of tankards. On both vessels they were 
distributed throughout the decks (Weinstein 2005c: 450). They are of like construction with 
staves, hinged lids, a croze groove to accept the tankard bottom, and withies that serve as bands 
FIGURE 5.5. Replicas of a bowl and ladle from the Mary Rose (1545), carved by Robin Wood. Note the 
distinctive chamfered rim on the bowl. (Courtesy of Robin Wood Traditional Turning blog.) 
around the outside of the tankards. They are also of similar heights (Vasa tankards average 22.8 
cm; Mary Rose 18.5 cm) (Weinstein 2005c: 452). 
 With just a few minor differences between the two, the treenware collections from Vasa 
and Mary Rose are the most similar of those compared in this analysis.  
 
San Juan (1565) Treenware 
 One of the most thoroughly excavated and published wreck sites in the world provides 
the next collection of treenware to compare to Vasa’s. Red Bay lies along the southeastern shore 
of Labrador in eastern Canada and is the location of the San Juan, a Basque whaling vessel that 
sank in the mid-16th century (Parks Canada 2011). Gérard Gusset, states that there are 30 objects 
in the wooden tableware collection from Red Bay (Gusset 2007: 198). However, only 16 are 
strictly tableware and correspond to Vasa’s; those items will be addressed here. Although the 
shipwrecks are more than fifty years apart, the treenware collections are very similar. Both 
collections were broadly distributed throughout the wreck sites, and most show evidence of use, 
through what appear to be knife marks (Gusset 2007: 213, 200). Both collection’s spoons are 
monoxylous and carved, and the plates and bowls are clearly lathe-turned. One major striking 
and stylistic difference in the spoons (Vasa 83; Red Bay 4) is that Red Bay’s are completely flat, 
“without the slightest concavity” (Gusset 2007: 203).  
 The Red Bay dishes, categorized either as pedastaled or deep, are both akin to Vasa’s 
bowls (Vasa 4; Red Bay 9) (Figure 5.6). They are large (at least 30 cm. in diameter) and have a 
“marli” or a slightly thickened rim. Examples from both also have simple markings on the 
outside bottom of the bowls (Gusset 2007: 201–3). 
 
 Batavia (1629) Treenware 
 There is a striking difference in the next vessel’s treenware collection: only one wooden 
bowl has been excavated at the site of the Batavia, a Dutch East Indiaman (VOC) with a tragic 
shipwreck story. In June of 1629, the Batavia foundered on treacherous reefs off the coast of 
Western Australia. Although no one perished in the initial wrecking, the tale that ensued is one 
of the most tragic, and oft told, shipwreck stories. In a drama filled with murder and mutiny, 125 
passengers (including women and children) were massacred, and the seditious crew executed 
(Green 1989: 1).  
 Included in this analysis for the proximity of the date of the sinking (less than a year after 
Vasa), the Batavia - Vasa comparison proved intriguing. There are a number of VOC wrecks 
with the same story (as it pertains to the dearth of treenware), such as the Trial (1622) and the 
FIGURE 5.6. Archaeological drawing of bowl from Red Bay site (1565). (Courtesy of Parks 
Canada, 2010.) 
Vergulde Draeck (1656). These wrecks have very few, if any, wooden artifacts. Is this because 
they simply were not provisioned with such or is it due to the loss and destruction of wooden 
objects throughout the site formation process? Either way, the Batavia does offer an opportunity 
to compare saltwater sites to brackish sites and illustrates one of the major reasons why there is 
such a dearth of shipwreck treenware: wooden artifacts often survive better in brackish or 
freshwater in comparison to saltwater.  
 The sole wooden bowl found on the Batavia has a distinctly different style with an 
indented lip, or edge, compared to the Vasa’s and the Mary Rose’s typical chamfered edge 
(Green 1989: 169). Although there are no wooden spoons to compare, the shape and design of 
the pewter spoons is very similar to one particular style group of Vasa spoons. This simple style 
(Type A) has an almost perfectly round bowl and straight, unbeveled handle with a 3:1 handle 
length to bowl length ratio (Green 1989: 153).  
 
Swan (1653) Treenware 
 Just fifteen years after the Vasa met its fate in Stockholm Harbor, the small English 
warship Swan was lost in a storm off the west coast of Scotland (Martin 1997: 167). The Swan 
was discovered in 1979, and due to the dynamic nature of the site, was subject to rescue 
excavation throughout the early 1990s (Martin 1997: 168-9).  
 Although a definitive artifact catalog has not been published, Colin Martin outlines the 
most significant finds in his chapter in the book Artefacts from Wrecks (2007). A single turned 
wooden bowl, with a diameter of 13.5 cm, is substantially smaller than Vasa’s complete bowls 
with an average diameter of 30.4 cm (Martin 1997:175). The Swan bowl more closely resembles 
the style of the single Batavia bowl rather than the more utilitarian style of the Vasa and Mary 
Rose bowls. One wooden spoon was found on site that is quite similar to Vasa’s style group A, 
the most simple of the four style groups (Figure 5.7). 
 
 
La Belle (1686) Treenware 
 After comparing the Vasa treenware collection to English, Spanish, and Dutch shipwreck 
sites, we now turn to a French wreck—that of La Belle, lost in 1686. In 1684, French explorer 
René-Robert Cavalier Sieur de la Salle left France for the Gulf of Mexico with the hopes of 
starting a colony at the mouth of the Mississippi River. In just two years, the struggling colony 
had failed, the expedition ships were lost, and La Salle himself was brutally murdered (West 
2005: 1-2). In 1995, the Texas Historical Commission discovered the wreck of La Belle, and in 
just over a year fully excavated the entire extant hull and over one million artifacts (West 2005: 
3). Included in the artifact collection were a small number of treenware items: two small bowls, 
three spoons, and one fork (Eric Ray 2011, pers.comm). 
 The two bowls are much smaller (12.9 cm and 10.9 cm) than Vasa’s complete bowls 
FIGURE 5.7. Wooden spoon from the wreck of the Swan 
(1653). (Photo by Colin J.M. Martin, Licensor 
www.scran.ac.uk).  
(average diameter = 30.4 cm), but the presence of smaller bowls cannot yet be ruled out on Vasa, 
as there are so many fragments. The two La Belle bowls have no chamfered, or thickened, rim as 
do the complete Vasa bowls, yet they are adorned with a lathe-fashioned ridge on the bottom 
(similar to a foot ring, but much less pronounced).  
 Each of the three wooden spoons from la Belle fall right into the average length of Vasa 
spoons at 14 cm and two of the three have an oval bowl shape similar to Vasa’s style groups B, 
C, and D. The third La Belle spoon has a small (approx. 3 mm) hole near the end of the handle, a 
trait unique to the spoons in this analysis. Presumably, this hole would be for a line or string to 
be strung through to enable hanging or hands-free carrying. As there are no comparable utensils 
yet identified on Vasa, the La Belle fork will not be discussed.  
 
Treenware: the Broader Context 
 In a comparative study of an artifact type as ubiquitous as tableware, it can be difficult to 
determine what to include and what not to include. Since all sailors eat, does not every shipwreck 
site contain at least some eating and drinking vessels and utensils? After a blanket search for 
such, the answer is not as assured as one would suppose. As mentioned before, treenware does 
not necessarily survive well in an underwater environment. Small wooden items may float away 
in the wrecking process or deteriorate rapidly in a dynamic marine environment. The purpose 
here, however, is not to catalog each and every treenware artifact in the archaeological record 
from a maritime site, but rather to give an overview and provide some familiarity with these 
everyday objects that have been captured in the single moment in time, a glimpse of which that a 
shipwreck provides. A selection of maritime sites beyond the one hundred years before and after 
Vasa continues this comparative study of maritime treen. Each of these was selected both for the 
simple fact that treenware was present on site, and for the diversity (both in the sites and the 
artifacts) each offers the overall analysis. These sites are addressed in chronological order.  
 
Kyrenia (ca. 4th c. BC) Treenware  
 Despite the age and warm, saltwater environemnt of this ancient shipwreck, the 
fragments of four wooden spoons and a lathe-turned wooden bowl were found amidst a number 
of other tableware made from different materials, primarily ceramics (Katzev 1970: 8). Lost in 
the Mediterranean this Greek ship offers yet another level of comparison as its primary function 
as a merchant ship is considered juxtaposed to Vasa’s role as a warship. Unfortunately, images 
or descriptions were not available so direct comparisons to the Vasa treen could not be made.  
 
Årby (ca. late 9th c.) Treenware 
  Although this site dates to more than six hundred years earlier than Vasa, it is 
geographically the nearest to the Vasa site in the entire analysis. In 1938, a four-meter long 
rowboat was found buried on the Årby farm, just north of Stockholm. Buried with the boat were 
the remains of a human (possibly a woman) alongside her horse and dog, and with a number of 





	  FIGURE 5.8. Wooden treenware from the Årby site, Swedish Museum of National Antiquities. (Author) 
 
 
Cattewater Wreck (16th c.) Treenware  
 In the late 1970s, archaeologists partially excavated a 16th century ship and associated 
artifacts in the Cattewater of Plymouth Sound (Redknap 1997: 73). Artifacts recovered included 
ship structure, military equipment, and one turned wooden bowl (Redknap 1997: 79). Although 
measurements were unavailable, the style of the bowl is very similar to the complete bowls from 
the Vasa, with a simple, unadorned rim, and flat bottom with no pronounced foot ring.  
 
 
Invincible (1758) Treenware  
 Despite being over one hundred years later than Vasa, the site of the Invincible provides 
an excellent comparison due to the material condition of the artifacts and the variety of treenware 
finds. Markings and construction techniques are evident and a number of different artifact types 
are represented. Invincible was built in France in 1744, captured by the British in 1747, and lost 
off Portsmouth in 1758 (Bingeman 1985: 191). The recovered treenware collection includes six 
square plates, two styles of wooden bowls, a wooden spoon, and several stave-built tankards. 
The similarities in the collections seem to outnumber the differences: the tankards are of similar 
size and fashion, the bowls and tankards have individualized markings, and, just as on Vasa, one 
wooden spoon was found inside of a wooden bowl (Bingeman 2010: 145–150). Although the 
three vessels span more than two hundred years, the complete bowls from Invincible, Mary Rose, 
and Vasa are nearly identical (Figure 5.9).  
 
Kitten Wreck (ca. 1800) 
 A Black Sea merchant vessel presents the final collection of maritime treenware in this 
analysis. The Kitten wreck, so named for its location in the Bay of Kitten, was lost during the 
reign of Ottoman Sultan Selim III (1789–1807) and discovered by Bulgarian archaeologists in 
the early 1980s (Batchvarov 2009: iii). Artifacts recovered from the Kitten site include eighteen 
wooden spoons representing three different styles (Batchvarov 2009: 249). Style variations 
include bowl shapes (pear-shaped versus rectangular) and handle cross section (either hexagonal, 
octagonal, or rectangular). The handles are approximately fifty percent longer, on average, than 
the handles on Vasa spoons and all of the Kitten wreck spoons but one were found abaft 
amidships (Kroum Batchvarov 2011, pers.comm). As with Vasa, the number of spoons may 
suggest crew size; a helpful point considering neither vessel has a crew manifest (Figure 5.10). 
                                      
                         FIGURE 5.9. Wooden bowl from the shipwreck Invincible (1758) (Bingeman 2010). 
	  
	  





 To understand the differences between maritime and terrestrial treenware, if there indeed 
is any, land-based examples must be examined. What appears to be a spoon fragment was 
unearthed during the 2011 field season at the site of the Viking settlement of Birka in 
southeastern Sweden (Trevor Draeseke 2011, pers.comm). Located west of Stockholm on the the 
island of Björkö, Birka dates to the 9th century and is thus contemporary with the Årby site, 
discussed above. Regrettably, there is not enough of the fragment left to compare styles (Figure 
5.11).  
FIGURE 5.11. Fragment of spoon recovered at Birka, Sweden. (Photo courtesy of Trevor Draeseke, 
2010.) 
 Nordiska Museet, the National Cultural Museum of Sweden, holds hundreds of treenware 
artifacts in its collection. A relative few are on permanent display and are interpreted as 
representative of the norm of their time (Figure 5.12, Figure 5.13). 
 
  
FIGURE 5.12. Treenware from 16th-17th century Sweden on exhibit at Nordiska, Stockholm. (Photo 
by author). 
 
FIGURE 5.13. Treenware from 16th-17th century Sweden on exhibit at Nordiska, Stockholm. (Photo 
by author). 
 
 The living history site of Colonial Williamsburg in present day Virginia provides a 
different sort of collection to compare to the Vasa’s — the tankards in particular. The author 
spent time observing master coopers in their workshop as they cut and carved tankards with the 
traditional tools and in the manner that has been used for hundreds of years. These observations 
provided insight into not only the tankard’s basic form and construction, but also into the minds 
of those that created them (Figure 5.14).  
     	  




 This tour of the sailor’s table has traveled over two millennia and four continents; it has 
examined shipwrecks with one treenware artifact and those with over two hundred. A number of 
similarities and differences have come to light that answer some questions, and raise others.  
 Some similarities are inherent in the very nature of the artifacts. For example, each spoon 
examined in this treenware analysis was both monoxylous and converted from the tree in the 
same manner, tangentially. This is indeed logical: it is the most efficient method, yields the 
strongest product, and it is how it is still done today.  
 The differences, however, is the place to begin addressing the research questions posed in 
the beginning: 
• Is there a difference in maritime and terrestrial treenware? 
 From this analysis, it appears there is not a significant difference between maritime and 
terrestrial treenware. The treenware from the Nordiska museum are remarkably similar, if not 
interchangeable, with the maritime collections. On the other hand, most of the wooden spoons 
examined here (save for those from the Kitten site) have short handles. One hypothesis is that 
short handles make it easier to carry on board ship and have handy throughout a sailor’s hectic 
and varied shipboard duties. Another hypothesis is that the one la Belle spoon with the hole 
(presumably to string a line through to wear around the neck) is indeed a maritime spoon 
characteristic for the same reason.  
• Are there defining characteristics in the treenware from individual shipwrecks? 
 Once again, from this analysis, no defining characteristics come to light. A spoon from 
the Mary Rose could be a spoon from the Vasa. The differences in the spoon styles from the 
Vasa and the San Juan from Red Bay could just as easily be explained by temporal and cultural 
differences as by the different shipwreck sites where they were found. It can also be 
hypothesized that spoons (and the other treen) are simple enough that their very nature would 
beget similarities without other factors causing the similarities.  
• Do the economics of outfitting vessels at sea dictate differences in any aspect of 
the artifact collection? (i.e. individually or state supplied)  
 Planned and documented provisioning generally indicates a well-established naval 
system, whether it was commercially managed, like the VOC, or state managed, like the Swedish 
Navy was on the cusp of becoming. There is no extant provisioning document for the Vasa (there 
is for the entire Swedish naval fleet for 1628) so it is unknown whether or not the Swedish state 
supplied any treenware items for the officers, crew, or soldiers. It is suggested that for the Mary 
Rose, the government supplied some wooden tableware for the crew, and as far back as 1517, the 
English fleet was stocking their fleets with bowls and platters, as evidenced in a London 
supplier’s accounting records (Weinstein 2005b: 423, 426). There is documentary evidence that 
the San Juan was outfitted with treen (Gusset 2007: 213), and that “as late as 1656 wooden 
spoons were still being provided in large numbers for the crew” of Dutch ships (Larn 1985: 23). 
In examining these collections, these indicators are not necessarily borne out in the artifacts. 
 Another theory, proposed by Wood and Hather (2005: 481) for the Mary Rose, suggests 
that individual sailors brought their own bowls and other wooden tableware onboard with them 
as personal property. As turners themselves, the authors support this by claiming that the styles 
(of bowls in particular) fall into such distinct groupings as to suggest manufacture by individual 
turners. Unfortunately, there are not enough complete bowls from Vasa to corroborate this 
theory, but there may be enough spoons. The spoons from Vasa fall into four distinct types with 
at least two types, containing markedly similar spoons. The discovery of the spoon blank on the 
Kronan site also supports the hypothesis of sailors individually owning and caring for their own 
spoons.  
• Are there differences in find locations from shipwreck to shipwreck? 
 Find locations are logically dictated by both usage and storage onboard and site 
formation processes. In this analysis, the find locations appear to be widely distributed. The 
wrecking process might explain the fact that the majority of Vasa’s treen was found on the 
starboard side. As the sinking vessel settled onto its port side, the lighter objects, such as 
treenware, may have floated and thus ended up settling on the starboard side. A number of other 
Vasa treen, particularly spoons, were closed finds. This could indicate that they had yet to be 
used on the expedition, or that where they were stowed was their usual resting place. The wide 
distribution of the tankards on Mary Rose indicates they were in use throughout the vessel 
(Weinstein 2005c: 450). Does the fact that all but one of the Kitten wreck’s eighteen spoons 
were found aft of midships mean that is where the crew ate, or simply where they stowed their 
utensils? 
 These questions, although not designed to beget definitive answers, do open the door to 
understanding life on board in the floating community. The one point that is easy to conclude is 
that the comparative nature of this study does indeed illustrate how significant Vasa’s treenware 
collection is, in both its volume and variety. 
Site Year Total 
Treenware 
Plate/Dishes Bowl Spoon Ladle Tankard Jar 
Vasa 1628 174 17 40 83 7 18 9 
Kronan 1676 184 20 11 150 ? 3 ? 
Mary Rose 1545 241 134 60 3 2 27 15 
Note: Jar category includes canteens and flagons  
Note: Only select sites are included in this comparison due to the overall similar nature and variety of the 
collections. 
TABLE 5.1. Comparative Treenware counts from Vasa, Kronan, and Mary Rose per individual artifacts. (Weinstein 
2005b: 424; (Max Jahrehorn 2010, pers. comm.) 
 
 
Chapter 6 – Conclusions  
 
Summary of Findings 
 In taking a closer look at the artifacts, beyond basic physical descriptions, a vivid picture of 
life on board a seventeenth-century Swedish warship begins to emerge. Visions materialize as 
one imagines a resourceful sailor carving a spoon while waiting for his watch to start, or a 
harried cook pulling a ladle from a galley ceiling peg. One can even envision a group of sailors 
passing around a bowl full of pea soup, or sharing ale from a tankard.  
  The details present possible answers to the research questions posed in the Introduction. 
These questions were addressed and discussed per artifact type in the previous chapter, but a few 
more universal statements remain to be presented.  
Vasa’s treenware does not represent a type of maritime treenware.  
  Through examination of contemporary artwork, it is clear that the wooden tableware in 
use is visually quite similar to the artifacts found on Vasa. Furthermore, the artifacts at the 
Nordiska Museum also show striking similarities to the Vasa treen. Finally, the cut marks in the 
bowls and plates indicate that the items were extensively used prior to the sinking. As there was 
not much opportunity to use the artifacts onboard, it is likely that these very bowls and plates had 
seen use on land.   
Vasa’s treenware was acquired both by individuals for their personal use and supplied by 
the state for both personal and group use.   
  If Vasa was built under private contract (F. Hocker 2006: 40-41), it stands to reason that 
other ship operations, such as outfitting with equipment and supplies, were as well. To provide 
the necessary tableware, the state likely contracted with a specialized craftsman or possibly a 
semi-industrial workshop. In fact, “supplying items for sailing ships was probably a very 
significant part of the business of some turners at this time [early sixteenth century]” (Wood 
2005: 113).  
  Considering the specialization of the craft that both the turners and coopers of Vasa’s 
treenware demonstrate, it seems clear that the craftspeople worked “full time” at their 
occupation, and likely from a specialized workshop. There was a well-established turners’ trade, 
with a growing guild (Seaver 1985: 234). These organized turners would have been employed in 
making more than just bowls and plates. According to first-hand accounts, they also made 
shovels, scoops, washing tubs, wheels, pails, and even maritime items such as pulleys, blocks, 
sheaves, deadeyes, and other maritime tackle (Seaver 1985: 114).  
  If particular items were not provided, money may have been, for the sailors to acquire 
necessary items on their own. On some English vessels in the late seventeenth century, for 
example, the crew were entitled to ‘necessary money’ to provide themselves with the smaller 
tableware items, such as plates and spoons” (Davies 2008: 154). 
  The carved spoons, however, likely represent a mixture of both individually-procured and 
state-supplied messing utensils. This is evidenced in the variety of designs, from more ornate and 
unique decorations to the most basic spoon types. There is also evidence of English and Dutch 
vessels being supplied with wooden spoons for their crew (Larn 1985:23; Weinstein 2005b:424). 
This idea of dual sourcing is also seen in one of the tankards, 18256. This tankard is unique in its 
design and suggests that it was made by an individual, or possibly a less skilled or apprentice 
cooper. 
  The differences in acquisition, whether brought on board by an individual or supplied by 
the state, are indicative of the state of Sweden’s developing naval bureaucratic system.   
The context of find locations and associated markings suggests that a mess stored their 
messing items together.   
 Understanding the markings, or bomärke, can aid in understanding who used the artifacts. 
The wooden tableware of Vasa has a total of 58 markings. On approximately one third of the 
artifacts, an individual took the time, and had a reason, to carve or etch a mark that continues to 
intrigue us today, almost 400 years later. As demonstrated, these markings range from simple 
designs to crosses to letters. Some Vasa marks are repeated on different artifacts. The mark 
“YY” is on a small svepask, or box, and is also found on a spoon, tankard, barrel, and plate 
(Graph 6.1). This suggests that either a group of mariners or an individual in charge of a group of 
mariners, stored their messing items together in the same barrel.  
   
	  	  	  	   	  
GRAPH 6.1. Frequency of markings on Vasa treenware, by artifact group (Author).	  
Addressing the location of each artifact provides an avenue by which to focus on the 
single event of the sinking and consider the artifacts in the context of Vasa. 
  In looking at the find locations of Vasa’s treenware as a whole, it is evident that they 
were found primarily on the upper and lower gun decks (Graph 6.2). What this suggests is that 
they were indeed in use before the sinking on that fateful August day. This also may suggest that 
whoever (mariners or officers) spent their time in these spaces were the ones using the treen.  
 As noted in chapter three, “Treen Through Time,” find locations are logically dictated by 
both usage and storage onboard and site formation processes. The wrecking process might 
explain the fact that the majority of Vasa’s treen was found on the starboard side. As the sinking 
vessel settled onto its port side, the lighter objects, such as treenware may have floated and thus 
ended up settling on the starboard side. A number of other Vasa treen, particularly spoons, were 
closed finds. This could indicate that they had yet to be used on the expedition, or that where 
they were stowed was their usual resting place. 
	  
       GRAPH 6.2. All Vasa treenware according to find location, by deck (Author). 
	  
Further Research 
  As seventeenth century English poet Andrew Marvell laments, “had we but world enough 
and time…,” much more research and study of Vasa’s wooden tableware could be undertaken. 
There is much more to learn from deeper forays into seventeenth-century foodways, 
woodworking as a craft, and naval provisioning. Experimental archaeology, such as actually 
turning a bowl or carving a spoon was attempted, but proved too daunting a task for this author.  
  After this thorough examination, the author would recommend as the first next steps in 
understanding the collection of wooden tableware from Vasa, analyzing the exact conversion 
from the tree for each artifact, or at the least, each group of artifacts, much like was done with 
the tableware from Mary Rose (Wood and Hather 2005: 484). 
 Further spot tests for apparent residues or coatings would be helpful in understanding 
what the artifacts were used for. The author selected a number of artifacts that would be 
excellent candidates for future testing. These artifacts were selected due to the presence of some 
coating, or because knowing the wood type might help in confirming their artifact type. For 
example, artifacts 14617 and 14862 could be either plates or tankard bottoms. Plates are 
generally made of beech, and tankards made of pine or oak. A definitive wood test would help 
solve the mystery (Table 6.1). 
  Another promising study for future research would be one of spatial analysis using the 
arithmetic mean center (AMC) for the different artifact types to understand the patterning of 
artifacts across the site (Muckleroy 1978: 191). 
 Vasa’s wooden tableware collection is an important archaeological study. Not only are 
there very few pieces of treen dating from earlier than the eighteenth century (Forty 1979: 7), but 
only 1000 wooden vessels have ever been found in Britain (Wood and Hather 2005: 479). In 
addition, the collection of 174 everyday artifacts is significant just in the context of the site, 
where these everyday wooden pieces represent the majority of tableware found on Vasa (Graph 
6.3). 
                         	  
GRAPH 6.3. Vasa’s Tableware, based on different materials. (Author). 
  
  As folklorist Henry Glassie states, material culture is the “tangible yield of human 
conduct” (Glassie 1999:41).  The various characteristics of Vasa’s diverse treenware collection 
has definitely yielded a rich story of the cultural constructs of function and economy in 
seventeenth century Sweden. But let this serve as the beginning of the exploration and discovery 
of even more profound conclusions from the individuals whose voice is often missing from the 






plate 13752 wood type 
bowl 08209 Potassium Ferrocyanide Spot Test 
bowl 09122 wood type 
bowl 09876 Potassium Ferrocyanide Spot Test 
bowl 10927 Potassium Ferrocyanide Spot Test 
bowl B198 wood type 
spoon 03171 wood type 
spoon 03304 wood type 
spoon 03382 wood type 
spoon 12857 Potassium Ferrocyanide Spot Test 
spoon 12856 Potassium Ferrocyanide Spot Test 
spoon 14032 wood type 
spoon 14359 wood type 
spoon 19287 wood type 
spoon 27401 wood type 
tankard stave 01141 Potassium Ferrocyanide Spot Test 
tankard 03349 Potassium Ferrocyanide Spot Test 
tankard stave B48 Potassium Ferrocyanide Spot Test 
turned bottle 03993 Potassium Ferrocyanide Spot Test 
turned bottle 07229 Potassium Ferrocyanide Spot Test 
turned bottle 08013 Potassium Ferrocyanide Spot Test 
turned bottle 08059 Potassium Ferrocyanide Spot Test 
turned bottle 08130 wood type 
turned bottle 10109 Potassium Ferrocyanide Spot Test 
staved canteen 08561 wood type 
 
TABLE 6.1. The author’s recommendations for future testing on Vasa’s wooden tableware. (Author).  
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Appendix A – Potassium Ferrocyanide Spot Test Report 
Spot	  testing	  on	  some	  of	  Vasa’s	  spoons	  
Since	  evidence	  of	  a	  potentially	  pigmented	  surface	  layer	  was	  found	  on	  a	  number	  of	  spoons	  
from	  the	  Vasa	  collections,	  some	  basic	  spot	  testing	  analysis	  was	  carried	  out	  in	  the	  Vasa	  
Museum	  conservation	  laboratory	  during	  December	  2010	  to	  help	  determine	  the	  pigment	  
identity.	  The	  tests	  carried	  out	  were	  preliminary	  and	  limited	  by	  the	  availability	  of	  some	  test	  




The	  spoons	  selected	  for	  testing	  had	  the	  following	  find	  numbers:	  9578,	  14032,	  14268,	  
12857,	  27401,	  13862,	  12863,	  20414,	  9470,	  23229.	  
Some	  spoons	  were	  found	  loose	  in	  the	  ship,	  but	  others	  (finds	  14032,	  14268,	  12857,	  20414,	  
23229)	  were	  found	  inside	  containers,	  such	  as	  barrels	  or	  wooden	  boxes.	  Numbers	  27401,	  
12857,	  13862,	  14268	  and	  20414	  were	  conserved	  in	  the	  1970s	  by	  immersion	  in	  5-­‐10%	  PEG	  
400	  solution,	  sometimes	  in	  combination	  with	  1%	  sodium	  borate/boric	  acid	  fungicide,	  
followed	  by	  freeze-­‐drying.	  According	  to	  the	  records,	  at	  least	  one	  spoon	  (find	  number	  
23229)	  was	  treated	  by	  immersion	  in	  PEG	  4000	  heated	  to	  60oC	  over	  a	  2-­‐year	  period	  from	  
1971-­‐73	  (batch	  C81)	  and	  then	  air-­‐dried.	  There	  is	  no	  written	  documentation	  about	  the	  
conservation	  of	  the	  4	  remaining	  spoons,	  9470,	  9578,	  12863	  and	  14032,	  although	  it	  is	  
suspected	  by	  their	  appearance	  and	  weight	  that	  the	  first	  three	  are	  PEG	  impregnated	  and	  air-­‐
dried	  and	  14032	  is	  freeze-­‐dried.	  
	  
Method	  
Minute	  samples	  of	  pigment	  remains	  were	  taken	  from	  each	  spoon	  using	  a	  scalpel	  under	  a	  
binocular	  microscope.	  The	  presence	  of	  iron	  (Fe	  (III)	  or	  Fe3+)	  ions	  was	  determined	  using	  the	  
potassium	  ferrocyanide	  spot	  test1.	  	  The	  principle	  is	  that	  iron	  (III)	  ions	  will	  dissolve	  in	  
hydrochloric	  acid	  and	  react	  with	  potassium	  ferrocyanide	  (K4Fe(CN)6)	  to	  form	  ferric	  
ferrocyanide	  (Fe4(Fe(CN)6)3),	  which	  has	  a	  bright	  blue	  colour	  (Prussian	  blue).	  	  
One	  spoon	  (Fnr.	  12863)	  was	  also	  tested	  with	  copper	  spot	  test	  papers	  (manufactured	  by	  
Macherey-­‐Nagel)	  to	  determine	  the	  presence	  of	  copper2.	  
	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  Odegaard,	  Nancy,	  Scott	  Carroll	  and	  Werner	  S.	  Zimmt,	  Material	  Characterization	  tests	  for	  
Objects	  of	  Art	  and	  Archaeology,	  2nd	  ed.,	  Archetype	  Publications,	  London,	  2005,	  p.	  62-­‐63.	  
2	  Ibid.,	  p.	  46-­‐47.	  
	  Results	  and	  discussion	  
All	  the	  samples	  taken	  from	  the	  spoons	  tested	  positive	  for	  the	  presence	  of	  iron.	  It	  should	  be	  
remembered	  that	  the	  burial	  site	  has	  high	  contents	  of	  iron	  so	  the	  samples	  taken	  from	  the	  
spoons	  found	  loose	  on	  board	  may	  perhaps	  be	  contaminated	  from	  this	  source	  of	  iron.	  
However,	  spoons	  found	  inside	  barrels	  and	  other	  containers	  were	  probably	  more	  protected	  
from	  the	  ingress	  of	  iron	  corrosion	  and	  so	  these	  results	  are	  likely	  more	  trustworthy.	  Care	  
was	  taken	  to	  take	  samples	  of	  the	  pigment	  layers	  only,	  and	  the	  colour	  change	  produced	  by	  
the	  addition	  of	  the	  potassium	  ferrocyanide	  took	  place	  immediately	  and	  with	  a	  strong	  colour	  
change.	  This	  implies	  that	  iron	  was	  the	  main	  constituent	  of	  the	  pigment	  rather	  than	  a	  
contaminant.	  Older	  pigments	  generally	  contain	  more	  metal	  which	  make	  them	  easier	  to	  
detect	  than	  modern	  pigments.	  The	  pigments	  varied	  in	  colour	  from	  a	  light	  yellow	  ochre	  to	  
darker	  brown.	  Some	  were	  powdery	  but	  others	  appeared	  as	  waxy	  flakes,	  most	  likely	  bound	  
with	  a	  carrier	  such	  as	  linseed	  oil	  (although	  this	  has	  not	  been	  tested).	  Some	  darkening	  may	  
have	  occurred	  during	  the	  time	  under	  water,	  and	  exposure	  to	  a	  sulfur-­‐rich	  environment.	  	  
The	  pigment	  sample	  from	  spoon	  number	  12863	  tested	  negative	  for	  the	  presence	  of	  copper,	  
suggesting	  that	  blue	  or	  green	  pigments	  were	  not	  used	  on	  this	  spoon	  (perhaps	  fortunate,	  
since	  copper	  in	  this	  form	  would	  have	  been	  poisonous!)	  
	  
Conclusions:	  	  
The	  iron-­‐based	  pigments,	  yellow	  ochre	  (composed	  of	  iron	  oxyhydroxide)	  and	  red	  ochre	  
(composed	  of	  iron	  oxide)	  have	  long	  been	  common	  pigments	  in	  Swedish	  painting,	  thanks	  to	  
their	  general	  ubiquity,	  low	  price	  and	  longevity,	  and	  it	  is	  quite	  likely	  that	  these	  pigments	  
were	  used	  on	  the	  spoons	  found	  on	  Vasa3.	  With	  the	  exception	  of	  copper	  analysis,	  no	  further	  
tests	  were	  carried	  out	  due	  to	  constraints	  of	  time	  and	  lack	  of	  reagents.	  
These	  spot	  tests	  were	  undertaken	  to	  try	  to	  eliminate	  possibilities	  in	  advance	  of	  any	  further	  
analyses.	  They	  are	  by	  no	  means	  exhaustive	  or	  definitive	  but	  provide	  an	  indication	  of	  the	  
pigment	  identities.	  Further	  analyses	  could	  include	  examination	  of	  the	  pigment	  medium	  
should	  traces	  remain.	  	  
	  
Emma	  Hocker	  
Vasa	  Museum	  Conservator	  
2010-­‐12-­‐14	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3	  Hans	  Soop,	  Peter	  Tångeberg	  and	  Malin	  Fajersson,	  Vasa	  bekänner	  färg,	  exhibition	  
catalogue	  no.	  7,	  Vasamuseet,	  1999,	  p.	  45.	  
Appendix B – Glossary 
 
Astragal molding – convex molding along an edge.  
Bottle, turned – a wooden bottle, made by turning on a lathe. Generally designed to hold liquid.  
Bowl – a dish with a curved surface and its largest diameter greater than 250 millimeters.   
Bowl, spoon and ladle – the rounded end of the utensil, opposite the handle.   
Bunghole – an opening through which a canteen can be filled or emptied.  
Canteen, staved – a small, staved container, generally designed to hold liquid. 
Chamfer – a sloping surface at an edge or corner.  
Conversion –  the manner in which a piece of wood is cut from a tree. 
Cooper – a maker of casks, barrels, and any other staved objects. 
Croze groove – the groove near the end of a stave to accept the top, bottom, or sides of a staved 
container. The type of croze groove on Vasa’s tankards were either Vee or Square (Ratcliffe 
2012: 48) 
Croze tool – a tool used by a cooper to cut a croze groove.  
Drawknife – a knife with a handle at each end, operated by drawing it towards the user 
(Blackburn 1992: 4). 
Foot – any secondary mass that supports the primary mass of a bowl (Raffan 2008: 53). 
Gouge – a metal hand tool with a sharp, U-shaped cutting edge for cutting. Used in spoon 
carving to hollow the bowl.  
Hook tool – a metal hand tool with a sharp, U-shaped cutting edge for cutting. Used in bowl 
turning. 
Knop – a small knob or similar rounded protuberance, especially for ornament.  
Ladle – a utensil consisting of an oval or round bowl on a long handle, used for cooking, 
stirring, and serving. Larger than a spoon. 
Mandrel – a shaft or spindle in a lathe to which a work is fixed while being turned.  
Marli – the slightly thickened rim of a bowl. 
Monoxylous – made of one piece of wood. 
Neck, spoon – the junction of the handle and bowl of a spoon.  
Ogee – an elongated S-shaped curve.  
Ovoid – egg-shaped.  
Pith – the narrow channel in the innermost part of the tree.  
Plate – a small, flat dish with little or no elevation and a diameter less than 250 millimeters.  
Radial gauge – a tool used to measure the radius of an object 
Rat tail – a style of spoon in which the line of the handle is prolonged in a tapering moulding 
along the back of the bowl.  
Rim – the top edge of a bowl. 
Sgraffito – a form of decoration made by scratching or etching through a surface to reveal a 
lower layer of contrasting color.  
Spoon – a utensil consisting of a small oval or round bowl on a handle, used for eating. Smaller 
than a ladle.  
Tankard – a small, staved container, generally designed to hold liquid.  
Treenware – small, domestic wooden objects.   
Turner – a person who uses a lathe to turn wood.  
Typology – a classification according to general type. 
Wall – the sides of a bowl 
 
 
 
	  
